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Introduction

The inspiration for these lectures came from two sources: the 
first from a reading of W. e. b. Du bois’s The World and Africa 
in 2007.1 i realized that rather than just write about africa, Du 
bois located africa in the context of world history. this meant 
writing about the world from an african vantage point. the 
second came from a question i was asked by Professor andreas 
eshete, then the vice chancellor at the addis ababa university, 
following a lecture i gave on british indirect rule: how, he 
asked, is this different from previous empires? i gave a long 
and somewhat convoluted answer, and, maybe just because of 
that, i left with a distinct feeling that i needed to give serious 
and further thought to this question.

the focus of these lectures is the indirect rule state, 
which i have come to understand as a quintessentially modern 
form of rule in a colonial setting. indirect rule differed from 
modes of rule in previous Western empires—including Roman 
and british “direct” rule before mid-nineteenth century, and  
french “assimilation” before the early twentieth century turn 
to “association”—in two important ways. first, previous empires 
focused on conquered elites rather than the mass of the 
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 colonized. second, they aimed to eradicate difference through 
a policy of cultural and sometimes political assimilation of 
colonized elites, whereas indirect rule claimed not just to 
acknowledge difference but also to shape it.

the management of difference is the holy cow of the 
modern study of society, just as it is central to modern state-
craft. the shift from a homogenizing impulse to a preoccupa-
tion with defining and managing difference is most evident in 
the transition from direct to indirect rule. i argue that it is 
under indirect rule colonialism that the definition and man-
agement of difference was developed as the essence of gover-
nance. the difference between the modern dem o cratic state 
and its colonial version is this: the modern state ensures equal 
citizenship in political society while acknowledging difference 
in civil society, but its colonial counterpart institutionalized 
difference in both the polity and society.

in the colonial indirect rule state, the tendency was to limit 
citizenship to the  settler. i argue that, as a political identity, 
“native” was the creation of intellectuals of an empire- in- crisis. 
the key figure was sir henry Maine, who reflected on the 
post- 1857 crisis of the british empire in india. but there were 
also others, such as Christiaan snouck hurgronje, whose 
object of reflection was the Dutch imperial project in aceh in 
the east indies. unlike what is commonly thought, native does 
not designate a condition that is original and authentic. Rather, 
as in Maine, the native is the creation of the colonial state: 
colonized, the native is pinned down, localized, thrown out of 
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civilization as an outcast, confined to custom, and then defined 
as its product.

under indirect rule, the governance of the native was the 
prerogative of the native authority. as a form of governance, 
native administration claimed to be faithful to tradition and 
custom, which it defined in the singular, more or less unchanged 
since time immemorial. no matter its local variations, a core 
set of rules defined the “customary” in indirect rule colonies. 
they functioned as the gold standard. the rules concerned 
land and governance. land in a colony was defined exclusively 
as a composite of different homelands, each the home of a des-
ignated native tribe. only those officially designated as natives 
 could claim land rights in the tribal homeland. as a result, 
 participation in public affairs was no longer the right of all 
those who lived on the land; instead, it became the exclusive 
preserve of natives said to belong to the homeland. Colonial 
privilege took two forms: racial and tribal. both were based on 
legally sanctioned difference, and both were in turn taken as 
proof of that difference. if  settler cosmopolitanism claimed to 
be a product of race difference, native particularism was said 
to reflect the authenticity of the tribe.

anticolonial nationalism was the antidote to enforced dif-
ference; it underlined our common humanity. When it came to 
the nationalist project, however, there was no agreement. some 
sought to turn the world of the  settler and the native upside 
down; others were determined to change it so that both  settler 
and native would cease to exist as political identities. When 
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does a  settler become a native?2 i asked this question in my 
inaugural lecture at the university of Cape town in 1998 and 
answered: never. the only emancipation  possible for  settler 
and native is for both to cease to exist as political identities.

settlers and natives go together: there can be no  settler 
without a native, and vice versa. either the two are reproduced 
together, or the two are abolished together. What produces 
them as political identities is a form of the state that distin-
guishes  settlers from natives in law, at one time valorizing the 
 settler, at another the native. to reform this state and to rewrite 
the historiography that undergirded the colonial political 
project and, in the process to historicize “tradition” so as to 
reclaim it, was the political challenge after independence.

the opening chapter will discuss the mode of indirect rule 
at its inception, both as an intellectual reflection on the mid- 
nineteenth- century crisis of empire by one of its seminal 
thinkers, sir henry Maine, and as a set of colonial reforms 
designed to ameliorate this crisis in india, the british colony of 
Malaya and the Dutch east indies. the focus of Chapter 2 is 
the elaboration of “indirect rule” in the african colonies. i 
elaborate on one case in particular: colonial sudan in the after-
math of another major crisis of the empire, the Mahdiyya. the 
concluding chapters turn to the antithesis of this process: the 
movement for decolonization, in both its intellectual and polit-
ical dimensions, first to discuss the equally seminal contribu-
tion of a nigerian historian, yusuf bala usman, who, i argue, 
provides the intellectual antidote to colonial historiographies, 
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and the statecraft of Mwalimu Julius nyerere, whose pioneering 
reforms not only effectively decolonized the indirect rule state 
but, in so doing, provide us with a nonviolent alternative to a 
leninist vision of “smashing” the state. at the same time, these 
reforms drive a wedge between the nation- building project and 
the project for democ racy and social justice, a question best left 
for later reflection.



6

c h a p t e r  o n e

Nativism: The Theory

sir henry Maine and the  
Post- 1857 Crisis of empire

A new form of colonial governmentality was born in the after-
math of the mid- nineteenth- century crisis of colonialism. of 
the theorists who articulated the response to the crisis, the 
most important was sir henry Maine. Maine sought to recog-
nize the historicity and the agency of the colonized as part of 
an endeavor to rethink and reconstitute the colonial project on 
a more durable basis. through a theory of history and a theory 
of law, he distinguished the West from the non- West and a 
universal civilization from local custom. in the process, he dis-
tinguished the  settler from the native, providing elements of a 
theory of nativism: if the  settler was modern, the native was 
not; if history defined the  settler, geography defined the native; 
if legislation and sanction defined modern political society, 
habitual observance defined that of the native. if continuous 
progress was the mark of  settler civilization, culture was best 
thought of as part of nature, fixed and unchanging. the native 
was the creation of theorists of an empire- in- crisis. 

sir henry Maine became a legal member of the viceroy’s 
cabinet in postmutiny india. his books became compulsory 
reading for those being groomed for the india service and, 
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indeed, for the Colonial service. from alfred lyall in india to 
frank swettenham in Malaya, theophilus shepstone in natal, 
lord Cromer in egypt, frederick lugard in nigeria and 
uganda, harold MacMichael in sudan, and Donald Cameron 
in tanganyika, colonial administrators throughout the empire 
translated the assumptions around which Maine had marshaled 
his arguments—particularly in his well- known text, Ancient 
Law—into policies. the result was a mode of rule undergirded 
by a set of institutions—a racialized and tribalized historiog-
raphy, a bifurcation between civil and customary law, and an 
accompanying census that classified and enumerated the native 
population into so many “natural” groups. transplanted to 
african colonies in the early twentieth century, the “cus-
tomary” administrative authority classified the population in 
each unit (“tribal homeland”) into natives and migrants, except 
this time both were ethnicized rather than racialized, with cus-
tomary law privileging the ethnic native while discriminating 
against the ethnic migrant. excluded from the racialized 
domain of rights, a theory of history framed the agency of the 
native, set into motion by the colonial legal system, and tar-
geted by its administrative practice. Cradled by colonial power 
and scholarship, this agency was said to be tribal. tribalism is 
reified ethnicity. it is culture pinned to a homeland, culture in 
fixity, politicized, so that it does not move.

its architects claimed this mode of rule was no more than 
a pragmatic response to a dearth of resources, making for a 
weak state with a superficial impact, and thus called it “indirect 
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rule.” My assessment is the opposite. true, the language of 
rule was benign: it evolved from a language of “noninterfer-
ence” in post- 1857 india to one of “protection” by the end of 
the nineteenth century, not only in india, but also in the Malay 
states and Dutch indonesia. by the time it was transported to 
twentieth- century africa, this mode of rule claimed to pre-
serve custom and tradition through indirect rule. but the indi-
rect rule state was not a weak state. unlike the preceding era of 
direct rule, its ambitions were vast: to shape the subjectivities 
of the colonized population and not  simply of their elites.

t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  f r o m  

d i r e c t  t o  i n d i r e c t  r u l e

the second half of the nineteenth century witnessed a crisis of 
empire at both its ends, india and Jamaica, starting with the 
1857 uprising in india, known as the sepoy Mutiny, and closing 
with Morant bay in Jamaica in 1865. together, these develop-
ments made for a crisis of mission and a crisis of justification. 
in the reflection that followed the crisis, the colonial mission 
was redefined—from civilization to conservation and from 
progress to order.

between 1757 and 1857, two- thirds of the landmass of 
south asia had been brought under Company rule, either 
directly as subjects or, indirectly, as princes under protective 
custody. the main outlines of the utilitarian and evangelical 
agenda were clear by 1850: to abolish the Moghul court and to 
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impose british laws and technology—along with Chris tianity— 
on india. then in 1857, all but 7,796 of the 139,000 sepoys of the 
bengal army turned against their british masters.1 the civi-
lizing mission, spearheaded by liberal utilitarians and Chris-
tian evangelists, had faltered. Why? it was, in Maine’s words, 
the result of a failure of analysis; a failure to understand the 
nature of “native indian religious and social belief.” Maine 
argued that this “vast” subject had been “so superficially exam-
ined” that “i insist on the necessity of having some accurate 
ideas about it, and on the fact that a mistake about [it] caused 
the sepoy Mutiny.”2 

What was this “defect of knowledge?” it was twofold. the 
first was an over- reliance on sanskrit texts while underplaying 
the importance of  everyday practice: “nothing can give a falser 
impression of the actual brahminical religion than the sacred 
brahminical literature. it represents itself as an organ ized reli-
gious system, whereas its true peculiarity, and (i may add) its 
chief interest, arises from its having no organization whatever.”3 
Maine called for a shift of focus, away from the orientalist 
preoccupation with texts, to observing daily life. the logic of 
native institutions, Maine argued, was to be found in local cus-
toms and traditions. the problem was that even when orien-
talists tried to understand daily life, they made the mistake of 
focusing on the more urbanized and cosmopolitan coast as 
opposed to the more rural and traditional hinterland,  simply 
because the former was more accessible and the latter more 
isolated. he cited as  examples the highly influential  Histoire 
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Philosophique des deux Indes by abbe Raynal and Diderot, the 
eighteenth- century french philosophical account of india, as 
well as less influential en glish writings, such as Mr. buckle’s 
History of Civilisation. they had failed to understand “the 
extreme isolation of the country until it was opened up by 
mari time adventure,” the reason why “all things aryan, the 
chief part of the heritage of the greatest of races, are older in 
india than elsewhere.”4

for india’s historic isolation, Maine gave two reasons. the 
first was geography: “approached not by sea but by land, there 
is no portion of the earth into which it is harder to penetrate.” 
the second “powerful preservative has been the influence of 
Religion and Caste.” Whereas geographical isolation accounted 
for the paucity of external influence, Maine argued that caste 
and religion accounted for the lack of change internally: 
 “brahminism is in fact essentially a religion of compromise. . . .  
thus brahminism does not destroy but preserves old beliefs 
and cults, and with them the institutions which many of them 
consecrate and hold together. it cannot be doubted that Cen  - 
tral india thus reproduces the old heathen world which Chris-
tianity destroyed. . . .  thus, ancient practices and customs, 
 little protected by law, have always been protected by religion.”5 
indeed, argued Maine, “the primitive aryan groups, the prim-
itive aryan institutions, the primitive aryan ideas have  really 
been arrested in india at an early stage of development,” 
so much so that, “a large part of ancient europe survives 
in india.”6
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Maine went on to paint the contrast between the coast and 
the hinterland in the sharpest  possible colors, portraying the 
two as disconnected realities. he argued strenuously that it 
was wrong to generalize from the coast to india as a whole: 
“for it is in the cities of the coast and their neighborhood that 
there has sprung up, under en glish influence, a thirst for 
knowledge, a body of opinions, and a standard of taste, which 
are wholly new in india. there you may see universities 
thronged like the european schools of the later  middle age. 
there you may observe an eagerness in the study of Western 
literature and science not very unlike the enthusiasm of euro-
pean scholars at the revival of letters. from this part of india 
come those most interesting samples of the native race who 
from time to time visit this country; but they are a growth of 
the coast, and there  could be no greater mistake than to gener-
alize from them as to the millions upon millions of men who 
fill the vast interior of india.”7

Maine urged the reader to pass “beyond the fringe of 
british civilization which is found at certain points of the 
indian coast” and “enter this great interior block,” declaring: 
“no doubt the social state there to be observed can only be 
called barbarism, if we only get rid of unfavorable associations 
with the word.” ignored by the european literati, this india 
“has been most carefully observed and described by en glish 
functionaries from the administrative point of view . . .  in 
hundreds of reports.” and so concluded Maine: “there is no 
doubt that this is the real india, its barbarism (if i must use the 
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word) imperceptibly giving way in the british territories until 
it ends at the coast in a dissolution amid which something like 
a likeness of our own civilization may be discerned.”8 Woe be 
it to the utilitarians who, in ignorance of this “real india,” had 
concluded “that indians require nothing but school boards 
and normal schools to turn them into en glishmen.”9

Maine cast the contrast between the cosmopolitan coast 
and the isolated hinterland as one between an impure coast, 
open to foreign influences, and the pure hinterland whose iso-
lation had protected it from contamination by these same 
influences. the same observer who would habitually recount 
the history of the en glish coast, open to foreign influences 
from the time of the Romans, as a story of progress, took a dim 
view of outside influences buffeting the indian coast.

Maine did more than just lay the conceptual foundation 
and intellectual justification of indirect rule. he laid claim to 
founding a new comparative science, one that he referred to as 
comparative jurisprudence. this is how he put it in his 1875 
Rede lecture before the university of Cambridge: “india has 
given to the world Comparative Philology and Comparative 
Mythology; it may yet give us a new science not less valuable 
than the sciences of language and of folk- lore. i hesitate to call 
it Comparative jurisprudence because, if it ever exists, its area 
will be so much wider than the field of law.”10

Maine argued for a more intimate and local understanding 
of native society, in particular, of institutions that he identified 
as religion and caste. in doing so, he contrasted “real india” 
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with the india of “brahminical theory” embraced by oriental-
ists. Claiming that natives were attached to local custom, not 
universal ideas or ideals, Maine argued for understanding caste 
as lived at the local level, as jati, and not in universal terms as 
varna, as did the orientalists. he told his oxford audience: “i 
am aware that the popular impression here is that indian 
society is divided, so to speak, into a number of horizontal 
strata, each representing a caste. this is an entire mistake. it is 
extremely doubtful whether the brahminical theory of caste 
upon caste was ever true except of the two highest castes; and 
it is even likely that more importance has been attached to it in 
modern than ever was in ancient times. the real india con-
tains one priestly caste, which in a certain, though a very lim-
ited, sense is the highest of all, and there are, besides, some 
princely houses and a certain number of tribes, village com-
munities and guilds, which still in our day advance a claim, 
considered by many good authorities extremely doubtful, to 
belong to the second or the third of the castes recognized by 
the brahminical writers. but otherwise, caste is merely a name 
for trade or occupation, and the sole tangible effect of the 
brahminical theory is that it creates a religious sanction for 
what is  really a primitive and natural dis tri bu tion of classes.”11

the more he theorized the local, the more Maine went on 
to closet the native in a separate conceptual world, shut off 
from the world of the  settler by a binary: progressive and sta-
tionary societies. Maine was of course not the only one to 
think of the modern as a sharp break from the traditional. the 
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nineteenth century saw the explosion of historical and anthro-
pological research on the non- european world, leading to the 
development of social theory (classical sociology) and evolu-
tionary anthropology.12 from this intellectual ferment was 
born the social theory of ferdinand de tonnies, turning on a 
contrast between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, and that of 
emile Durkheim, its focus on the difference between mechan-
ical and organical solidarity. Maine, however, highlighted a 
different binary, one that distinguished the West from the 
non- West, which he sometimes called the east.

if the social became the privileged theoretical arena for 
understanding the nature and dynamics of society in the West, 
that privilege was given to the domain of culture in the non- 
West. thus was born a bifurcated notion of culture, said to be 
a walled, isolated, and unchanging affair in the non- West, as 
opposed to a transformative one in the West.13 the native was 
said to represent a triumph of geography over time. india, 
from this point of view, resembled a house of custom, so com-
placent that geography  could be said to signify history: “there 
is no country, prob ably, in which custom is so  stable as it is 
in india.”14

Maine underpinned this binary with a theory of legal evo-
lution. he claimed that law in its first stage had evolved from 
an unwritten customary affair to written codes15 and that this 
had been the work of aristocracies. the difference was that “in 
the east aristocracies became religious, in the West civil or 
political.”16 this is why the code in the West was an account of 
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rules actually observed, but that in the east was idealized: the 
idealization being religious in india and nonreligious in China.17 
the difference arose from one in circumstance: whereas the 
Roman Code was compiled before corruption set in, the codes in 
the east were compiled after corruption had set in.18 Maine con-
tended that “the question . . .  which affected the whole future of 
each community . . .  was not so much whether there should be a 
code at all, for the majority of ancient societies seemed to have 
obtained them sooner or later.” he went on to elaborate the real 
issue: “but the point on which turned the history of the race 
was, at what period, at what stage of their social progress, they 
should have their laws put into writing.”

it seems the difference in timing arose from a political 
 difference: “in the Western world the plebeian or popular 
 element in each state successfully assailed the oligarchical 
monopoly, and a code was nearly universally obtained early in 
the history of the Commonwealth. but, in the east . . .  the 
ruling oligarchies tended to become religious rather than mili-
tary or political, and gained, therefore, rather than lost in 
power.”19 this difference in timing had a telling effect: “the 
rigidity of primitive law, arising chiefly from its early asso-
ciation and identification with religion, has chained down 
the mass of the human race to those views of life and con-
duct which they entertained at the time when their usages 
were first consolidated into a systematic form.”20 there was 
also a secondary difference between india and China. Whereas 
the association and identification with religion was primarily 
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responsible for the rigidity of primitive law in india, that same 
rigidity arose in China from a more secular tendency to ide-
alize law.21

Maine’s larger point was that the West represented an 
exception in human social evolution. from the standpoint of 
world history, only the West  could claim to be the site for the 
development of progress: “. . .  the stationary condition of the 
human race is the rule, the progressive the exception.”22 Maine 
set out to understand the historical factors that explain the dif-
ference between the “progressive” West and the “stationary” 
non- West: “in spite of overwhelming evidence, it is most dif-
ficult for a citizen of Western europe to bring thoroughly 
home to himself the truth that the civilization which sur-
rounds him is a rare exception in the history of the world.” to 
reflect on this rare achievement is, indeed, to think through 
“the relation of the progressive races to the totality of human 
life.”23 the difference between the two was not just legal; it 
was, rather, a difference in moral and political order. the place 
of kinship in stationary societies signified that difference.

Kinship was for Maine the central political fact of primi-
tive society. “it is often said,” wrote Maine in Lectures on the 
Early History of Institutions (1875), “that it takes two or three 
years before a governor general learns that the vast indian 
population is an aggregate of natural groups and not the mixed 
multitude he left at home; and some rulers of india have been 
accused of never having mastered the lesson at all.”24 this 
“natural group” was kinship: “the most recent researches into 
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the primitive history of society point to the conclusion that the 
earliest tie which knitted men together in communities was 
Consanguinity or Kinship.”25 but, kinship, Maine recognized, 
functioned not literally but as the prototype of what he would 
later characterize as legal fiction, a highly elastic notion that 
 could be stretched to fit changing circumstances. it designated 
as kinfolk not only those who were indeed blood relations but 
also those enslaved, abducted, and incorporated into the orig-
inal group for a variety of reasons. Kinship thus designated 
“groups of men either in fact united by blood- relationship, or 
believing or assuming that they are so united.”26

Maine saw kinship as the foundation of the original polit-
ical community. “the history of political ideas begins with the 
assumption that kinship in blood is the sole  possible ground of 
community in political functions.”27 Kin relations are at the 
same time relations of power: “Kinship, as the tie binding 
communities together, tends to be regarded as the same thing 
with subjection to a common authority. the notions of Power 
and Consanguinity blend, but they in no wise supersede one 
another.”28 this is why ancient society was not a collection of 
individuals but an aggregation of families, “with one pecu-
liarity invariably distinguishing the infancy of society. Men 
are regarded and treated, not as individuals, but always as 
members of a particular group.”29 in fact, he emphasized, 
“ancient law . . .  knows next to nothing of individuals.”30

Maine argued that without the double function of kin-
ship—both designating a principle and providing a flex ible 
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practical device for absorption of new groups—it would be dif-
ficult to see how primitive groups  could have expanded in scale. 
he called this double function by the name Legal Fiction: “if it 
had never existed, i do not see how any one of the primitive 
groups, whatever were their nature,  could have absorbed 
another, or on what terms any two of them  could have com-
bined, except those of absolute superiority on one side and 
absolute subjection on the other.”31 indeed, “the expedient 
which in those times commanded favor was that the incoming 
population should feign themselves to be descended from the 
same stock as the  people on whom they were engrafted; and it 
is precisely the good faith of this fiction, and the closeness with 
which it seemed to imitate reality, that we cannot now hope to 
understand.”32

in Lectures on the Early History of Institutions, Maine pro-
vided the building blocks of social evolution, tracing the line 
of development from tribe to race: “the tribes of men with 
which the student of jurisprudence is concerned are exclusively 
those belonging to the races now universally classed, on the 
ground of linguistic affinities, as aryan and semitic.”33 as he 
focused on the history of the aryan race, Maine asked why 
certain of its branches (ireland and india in particular) have 
not participated in the story of progress that has been the 
driv ing force of the history of the West. between the irish and 
the indian experiences, he found numerous similarities.34 but 
the most important, and determining, was the fact that neither 
was subject to—and thus benefited from—“the influence, 
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direct and indirect, of the Roman empire.”35 Maine was con-
vinced that the present of the more backward societies is a sure 
clue to the past of the more progressive ones “when we are 
occupied with the investigation of the laws of progress”: “the 
primitive condition of the progressive societies is best ascer-
tained from the observable condition of those which are non- 
progressive.”36 and so he looked to contemporary ireland and 
india for clues to the more obscure aspects of en glish history.

if ireland and india represented cases of arrested develop-
ment, a tendency to which en gland was the exception, then 
the reason for it must be the tendency to idealize law in both 
ireland and india. While Maine conceded that the ancient 
brehon law in ireland “possessed great authority,” he argued 
that “it was in all probability irregularly and intermittently 
enforced, and that partial and local departures from it were 
common all over ancient ireland.” similarly, “with the infinity 
of local usage practiced in india,” it would not be a surprise for 
a student of india to be “constantly asking himself how far was 
the law of the brahmin jurists observed before the en glish 
undertook to enforce it through their tribunals.”37 herein lay 
the answer for why both ancient ireland and pre- british india 
had yet to move from customary to civil law.

From Customary to Civil Law

Maine argued, “the movement of the progressive societies has 
hitherto been a movement from Status to Contract.”38 it is the 
difference between two kinds of laws—one custom- bound, the 
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other abstract—that explained the divide between progressive 
and stationary societies. this is how the central argument 
went: as a rule, and so with humanity at large, the development 
of law was culture- bound (“customary” law), but a small 
minority of europeans had succeeded in developing an abstract 
law (“civil” law), one that was free of time and circumstance 
and so  could truly be the basis of a universal civilizing mission. 
Whereas customary law was context- bound, civil law had tran-
scended context. Whereas customary law was as rooted in the 
ground as the peasant and his crops, civil law  could travel glob-
ally. the problem in india, as elsewhere outside the West, was 
that “instead of the civilization expanding the law, the law has 
limited the civilization.”39

the division between customary and modern law drove 
Maine’s theorization. Customary law holds civilization back; 
because of its attachment to culture, law chains society to a 
particular point in time. “Progressive” law stands for that law 
that responds to advances in civilization; by removing the con-
nection between law and culture, law is liberated. abstracting 
law makes it an instrument of progress. thus we have the 
duality between two kinds of laws: culture- free in the West, 
and culture- bound outside it40 and, based on this legal duality, 
two kinds of societies: progressive and stationary.

it is from this theoretical platform that Maine launched 
his main critique of the civilizing mission associated with the 
utilitarians “who thought that political institutions  could be 
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imported like steam machinery, warranted to stand any cli-
mate and benefit  every community.”41

Tribal and Modern Sovereignty

Maine’s political critique of utilitarians counterposed a his-
torical account of sovereignty to what he claimed were John 
 austin’s philosophical abstractions. the problem with the 
“austinian view of sovereignty,” argued Maine, is that “it is the 
result of abstraction,” a process that focuses on the result by 
dismissing “the entire history of each community.”42 the “prac-
tical value” of such a method “depends on the relative impor-
tance of the elements rejected and the elements retained in the 
process of abstraction.”43 this, indeed, was why “the pupil of 
austin may be tempted to forget that there is more in actual 
sovereignty than force, and more in laws which are the com-
mands of sovereigns than . . .  regulated force.”44 Precisely 
because austin focused on jurisprudence—“the science of Posi-
tive law . . .  Commands, addressed by sovereigns to their sub-
jects, imposing a Duty, or condition of obligedness, or obligation, 
on those subjects, and threatening a sanction, or Penalty, in the 
event of disobedience to the Command”45—he risked forget-
ting “that great mass of rules, which men in fact obey, which 
have some of the characteristics of laws, but which are not (as 
such) imposed by sovereigns on subjects, and which are not (as 
such) enforced by the sanction supplied by sovereign power.”46 
even if “sovereignty is from the nature of the case incapable of 
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legal limitation,” there are other nonlegal, historical limitations 
on sovereignty: “sovereigns are restrained from issuing some 
commands and determined to issue others by rules which, 
though they are not laws, are of extreme cogency.”47

Maine illustrated his point, thus: “the tyrant of a greek 
city often satisfied  every one of austin’s tests of sovereignty; yet 
it was part of the accepted definition of a tyrant that he sub-
verted the laws.”48 to drive it home, he gave an indian  example, 
that of Raja Ranjeet singh of the sikhs, “absolutely despotic . . .  
he kept the most perfect order. . . .  yet i doubt whether once in 
all his life he issued a command which austin would call a law.”49 
though “he never made a law . . .  the rules which regulated the 
life of his subjects were derived from their immemorial usages, 
and these rules were administered by domestic tribunals, in 
families or village- communities.”50 the significance of the 
 example, said Maine, is that “the Punjaub under Runjeet singh 
may be taken as a type of all oriental communities in their 
native state, during their rare intervals of peace and order.”51 
the  example of Raja Ranjeet singh, for Maine, captured the 
essence of a premodern political society: “it is important to 
observe that, for the purposes of the present inquiry, the state of 
political society which i have described as indian or oriental is 
a far more trustworthy clue to the former condition of the 
greatest part of the world than is the modern social organiza-
tion of Western europe, as we see it before our eyes.”52

as with law, so with political society, Maine drove a wedge 
between two types: modern and premodern: “there are thus 
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two types of organ ized political society. in the more ancient of 
these, the great bulk of men derive their rules of life from the 
customs of their village or city, but they occasionally, though 
most implicitly, obey the commands of an absolute ruler who 
takes taxes from them but never legislates. in the other, and 
the one with which we are most familiar, the sovereign is ever 
more actively legislating on principles of his own, while local 
custom and idea are ever hastening to decay.”53 austin had 
focused on the modern polity and civil law, but he had  little 
insight to offer on how to govern a premodern polity orga nized 
along customary lines. “Customary law—a subject in which all 
of austin’s remarks seem to me comparatively unfruitful—is 
not obeyed, as enacted law is obeyed.”54 in other words, custom 
is observed, laws are obeyed.

absorbed in their philosophical abstractions, the utilitar-
ians had mistaken the world—in particular the colonies—for 
the West writ large. More than any other event, 1857 had 
exposed the grave consequences of this folly: “as has been 
truly said, the british rulers of india are like men bound to 
make their watches keep true time in two longitudes at once. 
nevertheless the paradoxical position must be accepted. if 
they are too slow, there will be no improvement. if they are too 
fast, there will be no security. the true solution of the problem 
will be found, i believe, in some such examination and clas-
sification of indian phenomena as that of which i have been 
venturing to affirm the possibility. those who, guided solely 
by Western social experience, are too eager for innovations 
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which seem to them indistinguishable from improvements, 
will perhaps be overtaken by a wholesale distrust when they 
see in institutions and customs, which would otherwise appear 
to them ripe for destruction, the  materials of knowledge by 
which the Past, and to some extent the Present, of the West 
may be interpreted. on the other hand, though it be virtually 
im possible to reconcile the great majority of the natives of 
india to the triumph of Western ideas, maxims, and practices, 
which is nevertheless inevitable, we may at all events say to the 
best and the most intelligent of them that we do not innovate 
or destroy in mere arrogance. We rather change because we 
cannot help it.”55

Maine’s debate with the utilitarians was not about the fact 
of change but about its pace. his object was not to prevent 
change, as the notion of conserving custom may suggest to 
some; rather, he called for a determined slowing down of 
change in the colonial context. here, from Maine’s point of 
view, lay the crux of the problem. When authority emanates 
from a source external to the small natural group, when laws 
that command replace rules that call forth observance, without 
the support of habit, opinion, and spontaneity, law and sover-
eignty appear both external and coercive.56 in traditional 
society, the dull “despotism of usage” (custom) outside the 
 family contrasted with the active “despotism of paternal 
authority” within the patria potestas. the transfer of active 
authority from the  family to the sovereign power was the result 
of radically changed conditions: “their generality and their 
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dependence on the coercive force of a sovereign are the result 
of the great territorial area of modern states, of the commi-
nution of the sub- groups which compose them, and above all 
of the  example and influence of the Roman Commonwealth 
under assembly, senate, and Prince, which from the very early 
times was distinguished from all other dominations and powers 
in that it brake up more thoroughly that which it devoured.”57 
Distinctive to modern politics is a legislature. not surpris-
ingly, the theory of utility—the greatest happiness of the 
greatest number—presupposes both a theory of equality and 
the universalism of modern legislation. Maine stopped there. 
but he  could as well have continued: active sovereignty requires 
democ racy to produce order, which is why colonial order 
requires that colonial power not only harness the dull compul-
sion of custom but claim it as justification for power.

Maine agreed with the utilitarians that rulers in tradi-
tional india did not legislate. they issued commands but not 
laws. in that sense, they were not sovereign. for sovereignty is 
a territory that circulates laws issued by a sovereign. the new 
science of jurisprudence, of which Maine claimed to be the 
originator, held that natives may have their own history, but 
they do not have access to their history. such access requires 
science, key to which is the ability to theorize. thus Maine 
held the epistemological agency—the key—to unlocking the 
secret of native history. europeans needed to recognize that 
india has always been ruled by custom, never by a sovereign. 
this was why rule through legislation was bound to turn into 
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a daily and unpleasant reminder to indians that they lived 
under foreign, Western rule. it was also why in india good 
governance was local governance, decentralized governance, 
and customary governance.

r e s p o n s e  t o  m u t i n y

the gist of british response to the Mutiny came in the form of 
a doctrine contained in Queen Victoria’s Proclamation of 
1858. this was the doctrine of noninterference in the private 
domain, espe cially in religion:58

[w]e declare it our royal will and pleasure that none be 
in anywise favoured, none molested or disquieted, by 
reason of their religious faith or observances, but that 
all shall alike enjoy the equal and impartial protection 
of the law; and we do strictly charge to enjoin all those 
who may be in authority under us that they abstain 
from all interference with the religious belief or wor-
ship of any of our subjects on pain of our highest 
displeasure.

the doctrine of noninterference turned into a charter for 
all around interference for one reason: the occupying power 
gave itself the prerogative to define the boundaries of that in 
which it will not interfere, and then to define the content of 
the authentic religion with which there was to be no interfer-
ence, and finally, to acknowledge the authentic authority that 
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would define and safeguard religion in its pure form—without 
external interference. the prerogative to define the boundary, 
the substance and the authority of the “customary,” gave vast 
scope to the powers of the occupying authority. but the exer-
cise of this power, the list of those to be “protected,” was politi-
cally determined—and it grew as time passed.

the first round was about setting limits on the operation 
of the market, thereby protecting the village community from 
moneylenders, agricultural subcastes from trading castes, and 
the landlord’s estate from division and fragmentation.59 Maine’s 
“functionalism- before- the- term- was- invented” rehabilitated 
the village community, the subcaste, and the feudal estate by 
showing that each and  every mechanism had definite functions 
to fulfill. invested with a “manifest social purpose,” each 
stopped being a social anachronism.60 in the second round, 
protection was extended to groups in civil society, first to 
 Muslims in the 1880s and 1890s, then to sikhs, then to non- 
brahmin groups, then to hill  Peoples.61 over time, this list 
looked like an imperial charter to protect minorities from 
majorities. Rather than the mission of colonial rule, its agenda, 
the protection of minorities, turned into its rationale.

it is instructive to recall the debate in british indian  circles 
on how to respond to Muslim organization and representation 
in bengal in the late- nineteenth century. faced with growing 
agitation, there was agreement within british ranks that there 
was no choice but to extend representation to Muslims. the 
debate was on the terms of that representation: should it be 
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 territorial or group- based? When it came to the Partition of 
bengal in 1905, the choice was not only stark but also of great 
historical significance. John Morley, secretary of state for india, 
proposed territorial representation in light of agitation over the 
1905 partition and the swadeshi movement of 1905 to 1908. he 
was opposed by the director of ethnography, Risley, now home 
secretary to the indian government, who proposed group rep-
resentation based on the demand of the newly formed Muslim 
league for separate electorates. awarded in the Morley- Minto 
reforms of 1909, group representation fueled the demand for a 
renewed partition, this time beyond bengal.62

t h e  r e g i m e  o f  p r o t e c t i o n  

b e c a m e  a  t e c h n o l o g y  o f  g o v e r n a n c e

Conservation and protection of institutions and groups was in 
reality a strategy to contain social and political change. brought 
under critical scrutiny, the civilizing mission of the pre- 1857 
era—in reality a set of changes from the market to rule of law 
to an evangelizing Chris tianity—had unleashed a destructive 
influence on “custom” and “tradition.” threatened by unchecked 
modernity, tradition, custom, and its bearer, the native, was 
said to be in dire need of protection. hence, the colonial mis-
sion shifted from civilization to preservation and from assimi-
lation to protection.

a two- pronged initiative set this shift in motion: legal and 
administrative, unfolding simultaneously in the decade between 
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1862 and 1872. the legal reforms made for a sharp distinction 
between the public and the private. all traces of islamic law 
were removed from the public sphere through a series of legis-
lative changes, ranging from the indian Penal Code and the 
Code of Criminal Procedure (1862), which “removed the last 
traces of islamic law in the criminal field” to the removal of all 
Persian titles and the disbarring of all Muslim assistants to the 
colonial courts (1864) as prelude to the creation of a  single legal 
bureaucracy. at the same time, the reforms of 1862 promul-
gated multiple personal codes: “one code for each recognized 
religious group.” aptly summed up by scott alan Kugle, “this 
sealed the division between hindu and Muslim, and in addition 
broke the Muslim community into its constituent ‘sects,’ each 
with its own code of law.”63 the period after 1857 marked a 
sharp break in the legal sphere between the Moghul polity and 
british rule. When it came to non- Muslim communities, Moghul 
policy left each community “to administer its own law to its 
own members through its own  specialists as long as the com-
munity maintained certain limits on public religious practices 
and offered up financial compensation in taxes.” the big differ-
ence with british rule was that “the Mughal polity never took 
up as a state project to administer a community’s laws to that 
community.”64 Whereas the Moghuls, like the ottomans, related 
to communities as historically defined, the british actively defined 
and shaped community identities. 

in the period that followed, the native was classified and 
reclassified, each time in response to political necessity, but 
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always in the language of cultural difference and cosmopolitan 
tolerance. Claiming to protect authenticity against the threat 
of progress, the  settler defined and pinned the native.

it is in this context that we can see the census as a political 
device or, more accurately, a technical complement to a polit-
ical agenda. it named the objects of state policy—both those to 
be targeted and those to be protected. the “martial races”— 
in nick Dirks’s words, “Macaulay’s hyperbolic denunciation 
of effeminate bengalis”65—were classified in 1857. the 1872 
decennial survey classified indian society first and foremost 
according to a  single identity: caste, while locating it within a 
larger setting, village, race, and religion. the regime of pro-
tection was inaugurated with the indian Councils act of 1909, 
also known as the Morley- Minto Reforms. for the first time, 
separate electorates were created in the provincial and central 
legislative bodies: not only were reserved seats created for 
Muslims in the councils, this reservation also went alongside 
another: only Muslims were entitled to vote in the competition 
over these seats. the presumption “that only a Muslim  could 
represent Muslims, or protect Muslim interests . . .  would 
shape political life in india for decades to come.”66 over time, 
caste identification became the basis of quotas and reservations 
for non- brahmin and scheduled castes, for tribes and for Mus-
lims, in the domains of electoral representation, government 
jobs, and entry to educational institutions. nick Dirks has 
rightly argued that anthropology supplanted history as the 
principal colonial modality of knowledge and rule after 1857, 
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creating an ethnographic state in late- nineteenth-  and early- 
twentieth- century india.67 having characterized colonized soci-
eties as stationary, all efforts were invested in containing social 
change in these societies—and justifying it as protection of vul-
nerable minorities.

by the end of the century, as Maine’s texts became required 
reading for the indian Civil service, his influence trickled 
down to all levels of the service. that influence was most high-
lighted in the work of administrators such as alfred lyall in 
india, frank swettenham in the Malay states, lord Cromer, 
lord lugard, theophilus shepstone, and harold MacMichael 
in the african colonies. i shall further illustrate the point with 
the  example of the Malay states.

m a l a y a :  d i s t i n g u i s h i n g  

c i v i l i z e d  f r o m  a b o r i g i n a l  n a t i v e s

swettenham put the regime of protection into effect in Malaya. 
it turned around a definition of two different kinds of natives: 
aboriginal and civilized. the 1874 treaty of Pangkor, which 
marked the beginning of british colonization of the Malay 
states, officially defined a Malay as “one who habitually speaks 
Malay, professes the religion of islam and practices Malay cus-
toms.” this definition continues to be enshrined in article 160 
of the Malay Constitution.68 the official declaration had a 
double effect. one, it allowed for many immigrant Muslims 
to be assimilated into the Malay identity. as a result, Muslim 
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migrants from near and far—from the surrounding Dutch 
east indies archipelago to the arab peninsula—were able to 
masuk Melayu (“become Malay”) through the adoption of the 
Malay language (bahasa) and custom (adat).69 two—and this 
was its opposite effect—it turned non- Muslims who had hith-
erto been as Malay as Muslim Malays into the aborigines they 
are considered to be today.70 Why the necessity to define Malay 
when there had been no such need before? the answer lay in 
the domain of the political.

the definition of non- Muslim tribes as “aboriginal” did 
not happen until the emergency. Prior to the emergency, 
there had been a racist naming game in which anthropologists 
and administrators employed a wide variety of terms to refer to 
different tribes. some were named after where they lived, as in 
orang hulu ( people of the headwaters), orang Darat ( people 
of the hinterland), and orang laut ( people of the sea). yet 
others were named to highlight presumably biological charac-
teristics, as in orang besisi ( people with scales) and orang 
Mantra ( people who chanted). and yet others were given out-
right derogatory names, as in orang Mawas ( people like apes), 
orang liar (uncivilized, but free men), and orang Jinak (tame 
or enslaved men).71

the need to give these tribes a  single name arose in the 
context of an anti- colonial insurgency that coincided with an 
inter- imperialist war. british strategy was to separate rebels 
from villagers and forest  peoples. following the Japanese inva-
sion of Malaya in 1941, many of the tribal groups retreated into 
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the jungle where they shared the forests with the Malayan 
 People’s army, a communist- dominated guerrilla force that 
formed the only effective resistance to the Japanese. as part of 
the counterinsurgency operation against the communists obtain-
 ing assistance from villagers and jungle- dwelling  peoples, the 
british declared the tribes “aboriginal” and appointed them an 
advisor. the tribes were re settled, at the same time as over 
600,000 Chinese squatters were relocated into “new villages.” 
the Department of orang asli (meaning, original native, 
aboriginal) affairs (Jheoa) was established in 1950, and the 
aboriginal  People’s ordinance, the first and main piece of 
legislation concerned with orang asli was enacted in 1954. 
the process continued after independence, with the creation of 
three distinct political identities: Malay, aboriginal, and bhumi-
putera (“sons of the soil”).

the political order established at independence in 1957 dis-
tinguished between two groups of Malay: the Muslim (“Malay”) 
and the non- Muslim (“orang asli”). the two categories were 
identified with different rungs of the racial ladder: whereas 
Muslim Malay were officially acknowledged as civilized, civi-
lized by religion; the orang asli, the aboriginal native, was 
consigned to the lowest rung of the civilizational ladder. the 
civilized natives were not shy about claiming an exogenous 
origin, for it only served to confirm their right to rule, whereas 
the fully indigenous (asli) status of the orang asli implied that 
they are only fit to be subjects.72 that order was reorgan ized 
following the race riots of 1969, widely  understood to be an 
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expression of Malay marginality in the national socioeconomic 
order. the new economic Policy of 1971 conferred  special 
privileges on those regarded bhumiputera (“sons of the soil”), a 
term that covered a variety of groups: Malays, orang asli, and 
various pribumi (native) groups. there followed a constitutional 
amendment that criminalized public discussion of “sensitive” 
issues; that is, issues relating to the privileged position of 
Malays in law, the role of Malay sultans, the status of Malay as 
the official language and islam as the official religion—and the 
questioning of Malay privileges.73

i n d o n e s i a :  d i s t i n g u i s h i n g  

a d a t  f r o m  r e l i g i o u s  l a w

a few decades after sir henry Maine, but with ideas not 
very different from his, came a Dutch arabicist and islamolo-
gist, Christiaan snouck hurgronje (1857–1936). like Maine, 
 hurgronje’s contribution, too, came in the aftermath of a 
crisis, when imperial power turned to this scholar for expert 
advice on how to deal with the uprising that had begun in aceh 
in northern sumatra in the third quarter of the nineteenth 
century and lasted for a full three decades under the banner of 
an islamic insurgency.74 it is against this background that 
snouck hurgronje was appointed in 1891 to the newly created 
office of advisor on native and islamic affairs. the political 
reorientation he engineered led to dramatic policy changes, 
including the codification of custom (adat) as law. even though 
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these changes happened after his departure from the scene and 
at the initiative of another colonial official, Van Vollenhoven, 
hurgronje is credited with the analytical insights behind the 
policy changes that brought the aceh War to a successful 
conclusion.

When snouck hurgronje arrived in aceh in 1891 to “make 
a  special study of the religious element in the political condi-
tions of that country,” the Dutch were in their eighteenth year 
of what seemed to be a war without end.75 snouck’s main con-
tribution was twofold: to disentangle islam from a secular his-
tory he named “tradition,” and to identify separate custodians 
of each as two separate hierarchies, which later colonial offi-
cials eventually played off against each other. it was, in essence, 
a counterinsurgency project based on identifying and sepa-
rating friends from enemies.

hurgronje developed the dichotomy between customary 
law (adat) and religious islamic law (hukom) in his classic work, 
The Achehnese. hurgronje adapted the notion of adat from the 
arabic word “ada, which refers to ordinary practices or habits 
which are not addressed in islamic law.” he used adat to refer to 
“custom” or “tradition.”76 Adat is worldly; hukom is not. hukom 
is written and thus easy to identify, adat is not and thus difficult 
to discern: “as a general rule we do not sufficiently reflect that 
in countries of the standard of civilization reached by the 
Malayan races, the most important laws are those which are not 
set down in writing but find their expression, sometimes in 
proverbs and familiar sayings, but always and above all in the 
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actual occurrences of daily life which appeal to the comprehen-
sion of all. . . .  We arrive at them only after painstaking and 
scientific research.”77 Adat changes, hukom is dogmatic. “in con-
trast to the changeableness of the individual, the adat presents 
itself as something abiding and incontrovertible, with which 
the individual may not meddle; yet the adat changes like all 
other worldly things with  every successive generation—nay, it 
never remains stationary for a moment. even natives, whose 
intelligence is above the ordinary, know this well and use it to 
further their own purposes.”78 a few pages later, hurgronje 
reiterated the point in unqualified terms: “it must be born 
in mind that even the most primitive societies and the laws 
that govern them never remain stationary.”79 if adat reflected 
on- the- ground responsiveness, hurgronje painted the reli-
gious law of islam as unworldly and unchanging: “. . .  the 
Mohammedan law is unfitted for the practical administration 
of justice. among other reasons because it greatly hampers the 
detection of crime, imposes im possible demands on witnesses 
and fails to take cognizance of historical changes.”80

the problem in aceh and in the east indies, as hurgronje 
saw it, was that the two legacies—one customary (adat) and 
the other religious (hukom), the former flex ible and the latter 
dogmatic—had become intertwined over time: “so far we have 
learnt of the indissoluble union and indispensable cooperation 
of hukom or religious law with adat, the custom of the country, 
as being the very basis of life in acheh.” hurgronje suggested 
a particular way of thinking about the tension produced by 
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this “indissoluble union and indispensable cooperation”: “at 
the same time we have constantly remarked how the adat 
assumes the part of the mistress and the hukom that of her obe-
dient slave. the hukom however revenges herself over her sub-
ordination whenever she sees the chance; her representatives 
are always on the look- out for an opportunity to escape from 
this servile position.”81

hurgronje looked for a way of undoing the otherwise 
“indissoluble union” between adat and hukom. he suggested a 
twofold strategy. on the one hand, he called for a reform of 
adat, but not that of hukom. this differentiated strategy would 
be the result of a differentiated policy: he called on the Dutch 
to distinguish between the islamic scholars (ulama) and the 
customary chiefs (uleebalang) and advocated that Dutch power 
support adat chiefs (uleebalang) against the islamic ulama. “the 
uleebalangs . . .  are the lords of the country; they are the ter-
ritorial chiefs par excellence.”82 hurgronje warned that any 
attempt to reform religious law would lead to political disaster 
for it would undermine the uleebalang chiefs: “a reformation of 
the institutions of the country conducted in a religious spirit 
would rob the uleebalangs of  everything. even if the work 
were carried out in conformity with the national character of 
the achehnese, still the whole administration of justice now in 
the hands of these chiefs, and which forms the main source of 
their revenues, would pass entirely away from their control. . . .  
it is thus not to be wondered that the chiefs view the advance-
ment of the ‘upholders of religion’ with inward vexation and 
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alarm.”83 the way forward lay in recognizing that hukom was 
not negotiable, whereas adat was: “all that belongs to the first 
of these two categories must be accepted unconditionally by 
 every good Mohameddan.”84 hurgronje’s political project was 
two-fold: to reform adat and, at the same time, reify hukom.

Adat  could be engaged and reformed, but hukom would 
have to be confronted and subordinated to modern power: 
“Circumstances have imposed on the Dutch nation the task 
of impressing this modern doctrine on the achehnese.”85 
 hurgronje assured the Dutch that they had both friends and 
enemies among the achehnese; their challenge was to ally 
themselves with potential friends, in this case the uleebalang 
and the masses (whose interests are “identical” with the invad-
 ing power), while isolating the small group of “unappeasable 
fanatics spurred by the ulamas.”86 he insisted that no matter 
how intertwined islam and adat may be in practice, the Dutch 
had no choice but to unravel the unity and present each in its 
purity. in so doing, he ended up creating the opposition that he 
claimed to exist from time immemorial.

on the other hand—and this was the second part of his 
twofold strategy—hurgronje called on the Dutch to distinguish 
between islam as a religion and islam as a political ideology, 
warning the Dutch authorities that the latter  could only be iso-
lated if ordinary Muslims were first assured religious tolerance. 
the enemy, argued hurgronje, was not islam as a religion but 
islam as a political doctrine: “the circumstances attending the 
origin and early development of islam have rendered it par 
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excellence a militant religion, whose aim was no less than to 
convert all who held other beliefs or else reduce them to subjec-
tion. the teaching of law, as it moulded itself by degrees, com-
prises a two- fold obligation to activity in the holy war.” the first 
is “the joint and several obligation of the community at large to 
spread among all others by force of arms, at the bidding of their 
Chief, the religion or at any rate the sovereignty of the Moslims.” 
the second is “the personal obligation resting on all fighting 
men, nay in some cases even on the non- combatant inhabitants 
of a Mohameddan country to defend their land to the utmost 
against the invasion of a non- Mohameddan enemy.”87

based on this dualistic understanding of islam, hurgronje 
counseled toleration of the religion but ruthless suppression of 
any ideologically  driven islamic political movement. he argued 
that a policy of neutrality  toward religious life was the prereq-
uisite for successful pacification and stability. the determined 
application of the twin policies of tolerance and vigilance 
should, finally, go hand in hand with Dutch support for and 
encouragement of those social elements least under the sway of 
islamic fanaticism, the adat chiefs and rulers of the outer 
islands and the traditional aristocracy on Java. in the process, 
he provided the analytical grounding of a policy that would 
twin religious tolerance  toward those who acquiesced in Dutch 
rule with a brutal counterinsurgency targeting those who did 
not.88 it may be said that hurgronje pioneered the policy 
of distinguishing “europe’s ‘good Muslims’ ” from its Muslim 
political adversaries.89
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so what would religious tolerance mean in practice when 
it came to religious law regulating day- to- day behavior? 
 hurgronje had no doubt that tolerance would need to be 
framed by relations of power ensuring the supremacy of adat 
over religious law under the leadership of adat chiefs: “adat 
(custom law) and hukom (religious law) should take their places 
side by side in a good Mohammedan country,” indeed, “in such 
a way that a very great portion of their lives is governed by 
adat and only a small portion by hukom.”90

hurgronje’s trailblazing work paved the way for Professor 
Cornelis Van Vollenhoven (1874–1933) to later transform the 
study of adat law itself into a disciplinary “science.” Christiaan 
snouck hurgronje and Cornelis Van Vollenhoven were the 
pioneers of indirect rule in the Dutch east indies. Cornelis 
Van Vollenhoven built on the legacy of Christiaan snouck 
hurgronje. Vollenhoven joined the  battle in 1904 when the 
Minister of Colonies, idenberg, introduced a bill aimed at 
 unifying the law for all inhabitants of the east indies (“euro-
peans,” “natives,” and “foreign orientals”). against the domi-
nant assumption that Dutch civilizing influence in the indies 
must lead to the Westernization of law, Vollenhoven advocated 
legal pluralism. gazetted in 1906, the bill was subsequently 
amended but never implemented as adat; it remained the focus 
of legal debates in the colony. Vollenhoven arrived in indo-
nesia in 1907 and spent a lifetime codifying adat law (adatrecht). 
Van Vollenhoven invented the word adatrecht “but only after 
he had tried other terms, such as “oriental popular law,” in his 
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effort to differentiate between Western law and “oriental legal 
institutions.”91

the Dutch created the concept of hukom adat. before Van 
Vollenhoven and his school began codifying what to Western 
jurists appeared to be the juridical aspects of native custom, 
adat law was not a separate, independent entity, but an integral 
part of a history, a mythology, and an institutional landscape. 
Von Vollenhoven was clear as to the purpose of the project, 
he called adatrecht: “our objective is not to know adat law for 
the sake of juridical science, still less to impede indonesia’s 
development by fondly preserving adat- curiosa; our aim is to 
create, not on paper but in reality, good government and a 
good administration of justice, both of which are unthinkable 
without a thorough knowledge of indigenous law and indige-
nous conceptions.”92 to understand the full significance of 
adatrecht, we need to see it as a political project.

snouck hurgronje went on to advise the french govern-
ment on the subject of codifying berber customary law in 1931, 
the year that he presided over the international Congress of 
orientalists in leiden. as in indonesia, where Von  Vollenhoven 
had given the practical finish to the project hurgronje had 
conceived, Jacques berque completed the project of imple-
menting berber customary law in Morocco.93

as with Maine, hurgronje, too, saw external historical 
influences as so many impurities—never mind prevailing notions 
of progress in the West—and was determined to take as many 
steps back in history as necessary to disentangle the external 
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from the internal in the name of, first, defining and then 
restoring and preserving tradition. eventually, the indies came 
to be administered through separate legal codes for europeans, 
foreign orientals, and natives; it was a system that was to 
remain in place until the Republic of indonesia declared its 
independence in 1945.

as with the british in post- 1857 india, the Dutch had 
advanced imperial strategy a step beyond the famed Roman 
practice of “divide and rule.” the theorists of indirect 
rule—henry Maine and Christiaan snouck hurgronje—did 
not play geopolitics as a game of set pieces. they no longer 
accepted boundaries or authorities or even popular subjec-
tivities as unalterable givens. as we shall see with the colo-
nies of twentieth- century africa, they aimed at renegotiating 
 everything—boundary, authority, and subjectivity. they shifted 
focus from existing elites—set pieces—to the population as a 
whole. the architects of indirect rule had vast ambitions: to 
remake subjectivities so as to realign its bearers. this was no 
longer just divide and rule. it was define and rule.
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c h a p t e r  t w o

Nativism: The Practice

What is the significance of sir henry Maine today? in a book 
that came out after i gave the Du bois lectures,1 Karuna  Mantena 
locates Maine in the flow of modern Western thought and 
shows the ways in which he was central to a reformulated justi-
fication of colonial rule following the mid- nineteenth  century 
crisis of empire. it is this reformulated justification, this dis-
course, that Mantena terms “alibi.” i share Mantena’s interest in 
Maine as the theoretician of indirect rule. but i have two addi-
tional interests: one is to understand the practice of indirect 
rule as a form of what Michel foucault called  “governmentality”; 
the other is the theoretical and practical response of the colo-
nized to colonial power, both the former response from scholars 
and the latter from practitioners of statecraft.

Maine’s significance lies less in this “alibi”—his evolu-
tionary theory of law and political forms (which he was not the 
first to formulate)—than in the fact that he was the originator 
of a new and modern technology of rule. indirect rule was 
about the understanding and management of difference. from 
Maine’s point of view, 1857 testified to the crisis of direct rule, 
the civilizing mission and its project of assimilation aimed at 
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colonized elites. the classic  example of this assimilationist 
project was the Roman empire, which was after all the declared 
model for the british as well as the french. unlike direct rule, 
indirect rule aimed at the reproduction of difference as custom, 
not its eradication as barbarism. it focused on ordinary  people, 
not just the colonized elite. before managing difference, colo-
nial power set about defining it. nick Dirks called this “the 
ethnographic state,” which wielded the census not only as a 
way of acknowledging difference but also as a way of shaping, 
sometimes even creating, difference. the focus of colonial 
power, after 1857, was to define colonial subjectivity. thus i 
have titled this book: Define and Rule.

the practice of indirect rule involved a shift in language, 
from that of exclusion (civilized, not civilized) to one of inclu-
sion (cultural difference). the language of pluralism and dif-
ference is born in and of the colonial experience. law is central 
to the project that seeks to manage and reproduce difference. 
the identities of colonized societies are not  simply consensual 
(traditional), they are also enforced from above, through law. 
at the same time, law is not external to consensus; it partici-
pates in shaping it. Key to understanding the form of govern-
mentality pioneered by Maine is the relationship between law 
and subjectivity.

Direct and indirect rule were not two consecutive phases 
in the development of colonial governance. though the ac  cent 
shifted from direct to indirect rule, the two continued in 
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tandem: the civilizing mission (assimilation) existed alongside 
the management of difference (pluralism). the language of the 
civilizing mission shifted from the evangelical to the  secular; 
its practice shifted from religious conversion to spreading the 
rule of law. and yet, claims of civil law as the universal marker 
of civilization went alongside recognition of different systems 
of customary law. the combination gave rise to regimes of 
legal hybridity, to legal pluralism, and to the question: what is 
law and what is custom? What do we mean by customary law?

i argued in Chapter 1 that if direct rule aimed to assimilate 
elite groups through a civilizing mission, the ambition of indi-
rect rule was to remake the subjectivities of entire populations. 
it endeavored to shape the present, past, and future of the col-
onized by casting each in a nativist mold, the present through 
a set of identities in the census, the past through the driv ing 
force of a new historiography, and the future through a legal 
and administrative project.2 through this triple endeavor, 
the colonial state created a system of state- enforced internal 
 discrimination—for which it claimed the  mantle of tradition—
thereby effectively fragmenting the colonized majority into so 
many administratively  driven political minorities. in africa, 
this political minority was called the tribe.

What is tribe? in what form did it exist before colonialism? 
how was it shaped by the political project of the colonial state? 
this is the main question i intend to ask in this chapter.

the modern state endeavors to stand up to time. thus it 
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seeks to give itself a past and a future. if the production of the 
past is the stuff of history writing, the securing of a future is 
the domain of law making. between the two, there is a stra-
tegic alliance: law identifies agency in the present and in his-
tory. by enforcing group identities on individual subjects, the 
law institutionalizes group life. a representation of how law 
maps group life can be found in the census. in post- 1857 india, 
the law enforced, the census recorded and history memorial-
ized three group- based political identities among the colo-
nized: caste, religion, and tribe. in post- berlin Conference 
african colonies, group life revolved around two politicized 
identities: race and tribe.

r a c e  a n d  t r i b e

to understand how political identities may be defined through 
the force of law, let us take an african  example from an indi-
rect rule colony in the first half of the twentieth century. in 
most african colonies, the census classified the population into 
two broad, overall groups: one called race, the other tribe. the 
distinction between race and tribe provides us a clue to the 
technology of colonial governance. i will highlight the ways in 
which the race- tribe distinction was key to governance through 
four related observations based on a reading of the census in 
different twentieth- century african colonies.

first, the census divided the population into two kinds 
of groups; some were tagged as races and others as tribes. When 
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a census- taker entered your name, it was either as member of 
a race or as member of a tribe. What determined whether 
you belonged to a race or a tribe? the distinction was not 
between colonizer and colonized, but between native and non- 
native. Non- natives were tagged as races, whereas natives were 
said to belong to tribes. Races were said to comprise all those 
officially categorized as not indigenous to africa, whether they 
were indisputably foreign (europeans, asians) or whether their 
foreignness was the result of an official designation (arabs, 
 Colored, tutsi). Tribes, in contrast, were all those defined as 
indigenous in origin. Rather than highlight the distinction 
between colonizers and colonized, the race- tribe distinction cut 
through the  single category—colonized—by politically distin-
guishing those indigenous from those foreign. When the state 
officially distinguished nonindigenous races from indigenous 
tribes, it paid heed to one  single characteristic, origin, and totally 
disregarded all subsequent developments, including, residence. 
by obscuring an entire history of migrations, the state portrayed 
the native as the product of geography rather than history.

second, the race- tribe distinction had a direct legal signifi-
cance. Whether a person was defined as belonging to a race or 
a tribe determined the law under which that person would live. 
all races were governed under a  single law: civil law. this, how-
ever, was not true of tribes and the law under which they were 
governed: customary law. there was never a  single customary 
law to govern all tribes as natives, as one racialized group. each 
tribe was ruled under a separate set of laws; there were thus as 
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many sets of customary laws as there were said to be tribes. it 
was said that tradition was tribal, why natives must be acknowl-
edged first and foremost as belonging to separate tribes, with 
each tribe governed by a law reflecting its own tradition. yet 
most would agree that the cultural difference between races—
such as whites and asians—was greater than that between 
tribes. to begin with, different races spoke different languages, 
mutually unintelligible. often, they practiced different reli-
gions. they also came from different parts of the world, each 
with its own historical archive. no matter how different they 
were, tribes were neighbors and usually spoke languages that 
were mutually intelligible; they also claimed histories that were 
at times shared, at other times overlapping.

My point is  simple: even if races were as different culturally 
as whites, asians, and arabs, they were ruled under a  single, 
imported european law—called civil law—modified to suit a 
colonial context. even if their languages were similar and 
mutually intelligible, tribes were governed under separate laws, 
called “customary” laws, which were in turn administered by 
ethnically defined native authorities. With races, the cultural 
difference was not translated into separate legal systems. 
instead, it was contained, even negotiated, within a  single legal 
system and was enforced by a  single administrative authority. 
but with tribes, the case was the opposite: cultural difference 
was reinforced, exaggerated, and built up into different legal 
systems, each enforced by a separate administrative and political 
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authority. in a nutshell, different races were meant to have a 
common future; different tribes were not. the colonial legal 
project—civil and customary—was an integral part of the 
colonial political project.

My third observation: the two legal systems were entirely 
different in orientation. to understand the difference, one only 
needs to contrast en glish common law with colonial customary 
law. en glish common law was presumed to change with cir-
cumstances. it claimed to recognize different interests and 
interpretations. but customary law in the colonies assumed the 
opposite. it assumed that law must not change with changing 
circumstances. Rather, any change was considered prima facia 
evidence of corruption. both the laws and the enforcing author-
ities were called “traditional.” Colonial powers were concerned 
first and foremost with establishing the credentials of their 
native allies as traditional and authentic. they were preoccu-
pied with defining, locating, and anointing the traditional 
authority—in the singular. We need to remember that african 
colonies did not share with early modern europe the political 
history of an absolutist state. this means that the rule- making 
authority was not in the singular but always plural. instead of a 
centralized state authority whose writ was law—in all social 
domains—the practice was for different authorities to define 
the convention in different domains of social life. besides chiefs, 
the definers of tradition  could come from women’s groups, age 
groups, clans, religious groups, and so on.
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once a  single authority, called the chief, was exalted as the 
traditional authority, it was a short step to define tradition, too, 
as  single, noncontradictory, and authoritative.3 Marked by two 
characteristics, age and gender, the authority of the chief was 
inevitably patriarchal. With its “indirect rule” allies ensconced 
as “customary,” the colonial state became both the custodian 
and the enforcer of tradition. enforcing tradition became a 
way of entrenching colonial power. the fact is that colonial 
powers were the first political fundamentalists of the modern 
period. they were the first to advance and put into practice 
two propositions: one, that  every colonized group has an orig-
inal and pure tradition, whether religious or ethnic; and two, 
that  every colonized group must be made to return to that 
original condition, and that the return must be enforced by 
law. Put together, these two propositions constitute the basic 
platform of  every political fundamentalism in the colonial and 
the postcolonial world.

fourth, by institutionalizing discrimination in colonial 
society—racial in civil law and tribal in customary law—civil 
and customary law reproduced a double division among the 
colonized. by joining the language of rights to that of civiliza-
tion, civil law created a hierarchy of rights as an entitlement 
of different races said to occupy different positions on the 
 civilizational ladder. it not only distinguished between the 
colonizing master race (europeans) and colonized subject races 
(asians, arabs, Colored, and so on) and discriminated in favor 
of the former and against the latter, it also split the colonized 
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population into two groups privileging non- native subject 
races in relation to native tribes.

if the first legally sanctioned division among the colonized 
was racial, the second was tribal: customary law, in turn, dis-
tinguished between two kinds of tribes and tribespersons, 
native and non- native. it grounded rights—and thus discrimi-
nation—in a discourse on origin (nativism). unlike race, which 
claimed to mark a civilizational hierarchy, tribe was said to be 
a marker of cultural diversity. natives were said to be tribal by 
nature and the practice of governing them was called native 
administration. at the heart of native administration was an 
administrative distinction between native and non- native 
tribes. non- natives were identified as such no matter how 
many generations they had lived in the area, for no amount of 
time  could erase the difference in origin. every colony was 
divided into so many tribal homelands, each homeland identi-
fied with a tribe administratively tagged as native. immigrants 
wanting access to land  could only do so as “strangers” who had 
to pay a specified tribute to chiefs in the native authority. Colo-
nial customary law acknowledged only one form of  stable land 
tenure: the customary right of use [not ownership] in the tribal 
homeland.

the native identity involved three distinct privileges. the 
first was right of access to land. the second involved right of 
participation in the administration of the native authority. 
Chiefs in the native authority  could only be appointed from 
among those identified as natives. it was only at the lowest level 
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of administration—the lowest tier of the native authority—
that one  could find village headmen from resident non- native 
tribes in a tribal homeland. the higher the level of native 
authority, the stricter was the observance of the colonially 
sanctioned custom that only natives have the right of represen-
tation and governance in the homeland. the third privilege 
was in the area of dispute  settlement, for  every native authority 
 settled disputes on the basis of customary laws that privileged 
natives.

the institutionalized regime of inequality between sup-
posedly original residents and subsequent immigrants led to a 
monoethnic administration ruling over a multiethnic society. 
With all key rights—from access to land to participation in 
local governance to rules for settling local disputes—defined 
as group rights and declared the privilege of members of the 
native tribe, it was only a matter of time and circumstance 
before an explosive confrontation developed between two 
kinds of residents in  every native authority: those defined as 
native and those not. a monotribal administration overseeing 
a triple tribal monopoly—over land, governance, and dispute 
 settlement—institutionalized tribal discrimination.

although tribal identity in many cases coincided with what 
anthropologists call ethnic identity—by which they usually 
mean language- based, cultural, identity—this was not always 
the case. in some cases, the same ethnic group was divided into 
several tribes administratively. in other cases, tribes were des-
ignated arbitrarily—“invented,” it is said in the literature.4 the 
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only commonality between all these cases is that during the 
colonial period tribe was  everywhere an administrative unit 
and tribal identity an officially designated administrative iden-
tity. for this reason, i believe it is best to refer to the system 
of native administration and indirect rule as a system that 
institutionalized tribal discrimination and justified it as an 
inevitable consequence of cultural identity. it thereby reified 
cultural identity into an administratively  driven political iden-
tity, or ethnicity into tribe.

h i s t o r i o g r a p h y

there are two kinds of colonial histories. the grand narrative 
of colonialism, its meta- history, is written in bold within the 
frame of race. its micro- histories are written in small script 
within the frame of tribe. Race was said to represent historical 
progress, culminating in the development of the state. the 
development from tribe to race was taken to represent a world 
historical shift in the basis of association, from kin group to 
locality (territory)—as portrayed in barthold georg niebuhr’s 
three- volume History of Rome.5 tribe and state are seen as two 
contrasting forms of association, the former nonterritorial, the 
latter territorial. Maine, we have seen, argued that, when it 
comes to tribes, political relations are articulated through the 
kinship principle.6

the racialized historiography of africa was written in the 
nineteenth century. it has a name: the hamitic hypothesis. 
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these histories also have an unmistakable moral: that africa 
was civilized from the outside, with light- skinned or  fine-  
featured migrants from the north civilizing natives to the south. 
the hamitic hypothesis has several versions: colonial and 
nationalist. the standard regional histories are those of Cen-
tral and West africa. nineteenth-  and early twentieth- century 
colonial versions of central african history that cast the tutsi 
as the hamites and the hutu as the natives can be read not 
only in the writings of the explorer John hennings speke7 and 
those of the Church fathers,8 but also in those of the Rwandese 
tutsi historian, alexis Kagame.9 in West african history, the 
berbers were cast in the role of hamites and were presented as 
the founders of hausa states and thus civilizers of the hausa. 
in this version of history, seminally critiqued by abdullahi 
smith,10 who founded the Department of history at ahmadu 
bello university in Zaria, nigeria, the fulani appeared as the 
West african counterpart of the tutsi in east africa. yet a 
third regional version can be found in the widespread historio-
graphical notion of “arabization,” which provided the concep-
tual thread that knit together disparate histories of the sudan. 
an influential Pan- africanist version of the hamitic hypoth-
esis came from the pen of Cheikh anta Diop, who cast egypt 
as the great civilizer of the rest of africa. When Cheikh anta 
cast egyp tians of the Pharaohnic period as a black  people, he 
darkened the complexion of hamites but left the logic of colo-
nial historiography intact.
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in the colonial version, racialized histories were narrated in 
an assimilationist mode; in contrast, tribalized histories were 
cast in a segregationist frame. their overall point was to under-
line the progressive nature of race, which would inevitably 
break through the isolationist and inward- looking impulse 
identified with tribe. i shall illustrate the assimilationist para-
digm with reference to two historical polities: the sultanates of 
sennar and Dar fur from northern sudan. the conventional 
history of both sultanates—as of northern sudan—is written as 
that of “arabization.”

arabization refers to the spread of arabic language (and, in 
general, culture) and genealogy.11 the dominant historiog-
raphy, both colonial and nationalist, assumes that arabization 
was the result of arab immigration from outside sudan. this 
historiography has its roots in the colonial period. its general 
outlines can be glimpsed in the journalistic writing of the 
young Winston Churchill who came to celebrate Kitchener’s 
reclamation of sudan from the Mahdiyya at the turn of the 
century. in The River War,12 Churchill wrote of sudan as a 
place where arab  settlers had subjugated and subordinated 
native negro tribes. the scholarly elaboration of this theme 
can be found in the two- volume History of the Arabs in Sudan 
written by harold MacMichael, a colonial administrator, in 
1922.13 the first volume focused on negroes and hamites, said 
to be the tribes resident in sudan before the arab migration 
and thus characterized as native. the second volume provided 
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an account of arab migration. it was a story that combined two 
features: the genealogy of individual arab tribes and the 
migration of arabs as a race. though MacMichael recognized 
that the genealogies were constructed and were sometimes 
pure invention, he presented them as so many pieces of a jigsaw 
puzzle illustrating a  single story of migration.

this colonial historiography was embraced in its outlines 
by nationalist historians, the most outstanding of them being 
yusuf fadl hasan at the university of Khartoum. a con-
temporary version can be found in ali Mazrui’s account of 
 afrabia.14 the colonial- nationalist historiography portrayed 
sudan as a virgin land covered with layers of successive external 
influences. this land with one of the longest continuous written 
historical records was depicted as a place so lacking in internal 
dynamics that any significant impulse for change was said 
to come from the outside. its six- millennia- long written his-
tory was periodized into successive epochs, each named to 
highlight a different external influence: Pharaohnic,  Chris tian, 
arab- islamic, and Western. in  every case, arabization was 
presented as a civilizing mission. in writing a derivative his-
tory, nationalists reaffirmed the racialized historiography of 
sudan as written in the colonial period—as an account of an 
ongoing confrontation of natives against  settlers, the former 
negroes and the latter arabs.

We can piece together an alternative historiography from 
writings of a number of archaeologists, political scientists, and 
anthropologists. these scholars came from a generation that 
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was strongly influenced by the anticolonial and antiwar move-
ments of the 1960s and 1970s.15 Critical of the ideological 
notion that the history of africa was made from the outside 
and by lighter- skinned hamites, as well as of the methodolog-
ical tendency to privilege migration at the expense of internal 
developments, they looked for a more convincing explanation 
of the interaction between external influences and internal 
developments, one that would be based on the decisive role of 
internal factors in shaping the effect of outside influences.

the alternative explanation for arabization—for the spread 
of arabic culture and identity—lies in the history of state for-
mation. immigration by itself did not spread arabic culture or 
identity. When arab refugees first entered nubia and beja, 
observers noted a process of de- arabization: arab immigrants 
not only adopted the nubi and beja languages (and ceased to 
speak arabic), they also gave up their nomadic lifestyle for 
an agricultural one. it is the state that drove the program of 
arabization, but that state did not have to be the result of arab 
conquest. for starters, we need to acknowledge that there was 
never an arab invasion of sudan. the invasion that did take 
place was that of the dynasty of Mamluks, a slave dynasty in 
egypt, pursuing arabs who had entered sudan as refugees 
from southern egypt.

the interesting fact is that the process of arabization was 
the strongest, not in nubia and beja, the target of the invasion, 
but in the sultanate of funj, where there was no invasion. the 
period from the time the sultanate was founded—in early 
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 sixteenth century—to colonization in the nineteenth century 
witnessed arabization in three different phases: in the first 
period, the funj royalty, which, according to all evidence, was 
of local southern shilluk origin, claimed arab descent. take, 
for  example, the testimony of the well- known Jewish adven-
turer  David Reubeni, who visited sudan in late 1522 and early 
1523, spending ten months as a guest of the sultan of funj 
on the banks of the blue nile.16 having been told that the 
sultan claimed to be a descendent of the Prophet Muhammad, 
Reubeni, too, claimed a similar pedigree. according to  Reubeni, 
the sultan would address him, thus: “What is it you desire of 
me, my lord, son of my Prophet?” to which Reubeni would 
customarily answer, “i love you and i give you my blessing . . .  
and the blessings of the Prophet Mohammed . . .  and in another 
year i hope you will come to us in the city of Mecca, the place 
of the forgiveness of sins.” it should not be surprising that both 
the king and the adventurer claimed holy descent. it was, after 
all, common for royal houses in the sudanic belt in that era to 
claim descent from the lineage of prophets and holy men. the 
best- known  example of this practice is the claim by the royal 
house of ethiopia that its members were descended from King 
sol o mon.

a process of mercantile development, which reached its 
height in the eighteenth century, ushered in the second phase 
in the history of arabization. Jay spaulding estimates that the 
number of towns in the funj sultanate increased from only two 
in the early part of the eighteenth century to between twenty 
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and thirty  toward its end.17 Centers of administration at the 
outset of the century, towns came to be dominated by mer-
chants and fuqara (holy men) by the end of the century. the 
increase in the number of merchant towns was evidence of 
expanded trade and growing influence of the merchant popu-
lation. as trade expanded, so did trade- based disputes. there 
then arose a conflict between merchants and royal power over 
the rules to be used to  settle these new types of disputes. the 
royal house maintained that these disputes be  settled by custom, 
but traders and the fuqara associated with them demanded that 
they be  settled by the rules of sharia, known to be commerce- 
friendly. it is the conflict between custom and sharia that led 
the  middle- class warlords (known as Hamaj) to confront and 
tame royal power and appoint regents to guide them. the 
merchants were as local as the royals. but, once victorious, 
merchants claimed arab descent, an association with the 
house of the Prophet, and thus membership of the new com-
mercial civilization: “We are arabs.”

the third period of arabization took place in the colonial 
period, its high point coinciding with the growth and influ-
ence of anticolonial Pan- arab movements, particularly nas-
serism. if the arab identity was limited to the royal house in 
the sixteenth century and afterward, and became a  middle- class 
identity with the “hamaj” revolution in the eighteenth cen-
tury, it became a popular mass identity with the anticolonial 
movement in the twentieth century.

in historical funj, the heartland of northern sudan, arab 
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came to be identified with  settled  peoples and with power, but 
such was not the case in Darfur, where arab was an identity of 
nomads marginal to power. unlike the arabs of historical 
funj, who were mainly sedentary, with only a sprinkling of 
nomads, arabs of Darfur were among the nomadic tribes who 
had historically moved around the edges of the sahara and 
lived on the margins of states that formed within the saharawi 
ecological zone.

according to historians, the sultanate of Dar fur was 
formed around 1650. four institutions provided the founda-
tion for this centralized authority and made  possible its domi-
nance over local land- based powers. these included a system 
of landed estates, islam as a court religion, arabic as a court 
language, and a newly developed standing army and adminis-
tration. the sultans conferred two kinds of land grants on 
their subjects, one collective and the other individual. these 
grants were respectively called the administrative hakura and 
the hakura of privilege and were issued as written royal char-
ters, many of which are still preserved at the museum in el 
fasher in north Darfur. Whereas the collective grant was 
more likely a formal acknowledgement of land already held by 
communities, it is the grant of individual titles to court nota-
bles that was the  really revolutionary departure in the develop-
ment of land tenure in the sultanate. in time, the significance 
of individual tenure grew just as that of group tenure was pro-
gressively reduced. the grant of individual tenure went along-
side the development of a royal bureaucracy: a royal appointee 
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to the provinces was known as maqdum. first appointed to pas-
toralist areas, the maqdum soon became a standard feature of 
the sultan’s rule in peasant communities.

the practice of islam as a court religion went alongside 
the use of arabic as a language of state affairs. islam in Dar fur 
was organ ized in the form of sufi brotherhoods (tariqas) and 
was strongly shaped by West african influence. there are 
records from as early as the eleventh century of West african 
pilgrims moving through Dar fur on their way to the haj in 
Mecca. few at home expected pilgrims to return, which was 
why the departure ceremony for pilgrims was the same as the 
ceremony at funerals. several additional impetuses during the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries increased the flow of immi-
grants: the most important being the flight of refugees fol-
lowing the unsuccessful resistance to Western conquest in the 
nineteenth century, and flight from harsh forced labor prac-
tices in nearby french colonies in the twentieth century. some, 
like the fulani, came as groups and took on the identity of an 
arab tribe—one of the tribes that make up the southern 
Rizeigat—in south Darfur. o’fahey, a historian of Dar fur, 
estimated that by 1980 West african immigrants in Darfur 
may have comprised as much as 30 percent of the population of 
the province.18

the learned holy men of the sufi brotherhoods, the fuqara, 
were one source from which the sultanate recruited members 
of the bureaucracy. the other—and prob ably more important 
source—was slaves. the weight of evidence on the slave trade 
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suggests that the bulk of those enslaved remained in the sul-
tanate; only a minority was sold in egypt. those who remained 
were mainly incorporated into the army. from the most ambi-
tious and talented of the slaves—eunuchs—came royal slave- 
administrators, including the maqdum. o’fahey says that so 
powerful were the royal slaves by the beginning of the nine-
teenth century that they were in a position to decide on the 
successor to the throne, which is why there were no  battles 
over succession in Dar fur after 1803. Ruled out as successors 
to the throne, the revenge of royal slaves was to become custo-
dians who controlled succession to the throne.

in spite of its name, Dar fur, the sultanate was not a tribal 
kingdom. as the kingdom grew, the fur came to constitute a 
minority in its ethnic makeup. as the kingdom consolidated, 
the sultans moved the court outside the historical area of the 
fur and established the capital at el fasher in the north. the 
sultans were as local as their subjects, but, like many other 
royal houses of the time, they, too, claimed descent from arab 
lineages. Prominent in the elite of the sultanate were three 
groups: court and army officials mainly recruited from royal 
slaves; the holy men ( fuqara), some from the nile Valley, but 
most of West african origin; and traders who came mainly 
from the nile Valley. it was an elite more cosmopolitan than 
parochial. it included two different groups of immigrants: 
forced migrants (slaves) from the south and free migrants from 
West africa and the nile Valley. though the weight of arab 
migration was small in Dar fur, even less than in the sultanate 
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of funj, the significance of the process of arabization was no 
less. arabic was the language of the court, of commerce, of 
theology, and of education. the reason for this lay not in the 
facts of immigration but in the process of state and market 
formation.

slavery and the slave trade were central to the process of 
state formation. in contrast with the market- driven character 
of modern slav ery, premodern slav ery was  driven mainly by 
the demands of the state. it was the source of recruits for key 
organs of the state, from the army to the bureaucracy. the 
royal house needed to be independent of land- based interests. 
to build up a reliable army and officialdom, it needed a human 
resource independent of local clans and tribes. loyalty was at 
a premium, and it was seen as a function of lack of attachments. 
for such a source of loyal soldiers and officials, the court 
turned to slaves. forcibly separated from natal societies, the 
slave  could be moved at will, whether from one locality to 
another or up and down the state hierarchy. the castrated 
slave—the eunuch—came to be the most extreme  example of 
this lack of attachment and was prized as a highly desirable 
agent by those in positions of power and authority. not only 
were royal slaves often castrated, the most ambitious of the 
slaves sometimes underwent castration in the hope of real-
izing ambition. in the kingdoms and empires of the precapi-
talist world, unlike in the plantations of the capitalist world, it 
was not unusual for some talented slaves to rise up the state 
 hierarchy and be among the most powerful of state officials. 
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the title- holding hierarchy of Dar fur—as of other sudanic 
states—included persons of both slave and free origin. the 
best known of these was Muhammad Kurra, ex- officio gov-
ernor of eastern Dar fur under the sultan Muhammad tayrab. 
the premodern royal slave was the quintessential public ser-
vant, with not even the possibility of a private attachment.

all evidence points to the conclusion that slav ery in 
northern sudan—in the sultanates of funj and Dar fur—was 
not introduced from the outside. it developed as a local institu-
tion, alongside the development of centralized power in the 
two sultanates. Despite the expression “arab slav ery,” we must 
be aware that the entry of non- sudanese—both europeans 
and arabs—into the slave trade in sudan  really followed the 
extension of plantation slav ery from the Caribbean to indian 
ocean islands in the late eighteenth century and the advent of 
turco- egyp tian rule from egypt to sudan in the early nine-
teenth century—a fact that W. e. b. Du bois stressed over and 
again in Africa and the World.

t h e  m a h d i y y a

in the history of british colonialism, the Mahdiyya must rank 
as second, after 1857 india, in the hierarchy of anti- imperialist 
movements that shook the very foundations of imperial rule, 
promoting a re- think of policy. if 1857 led to a re- think of the 
civilizing mission in india, the Mahdiyya led to an active 
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transfer of the lessons of 1857 to britain’s african colonies, 
starting with Darfur. the Mahdiyya raised the specter of a 
trans- local, anti- colonial resistance; the colonial response to 
this was tribalization, a form of local governance that decen-
tralized despotism.

the turco- egyp tian colonization of northern sudan 
lasted from 1821–1886. it destroyed or subordinated the old 
ruling elites. the only surviving institution with the potential 
to provide anchor for a countrywide resistance was the sufi 
brotherhood. no surprise the brotherhoods were at the fore-
front of the resistance when it came. Militant Mahdism was an 
import from West africa. the expectation of a messiah, a 
Mahdi, to coincide with the new islamic millennium, had been 
widespread in the sudanic belt.

the sudanese Mahdiyya was a contradictory phenomenon, 
politically emancipatory but socially repressive. on the positive 
side, it was a broad anti- imperialist alliance of a multitude of 
ethnic groups against foreign occupation. it was the first time 
 peoples of the West (Kordofan and Darfur) and those of the 
nile had joined together in a  single movement. More than any 
other movement, it was the Mahdiyya that forged the basis of a 
common northern sudanese identity. in addition, the Mah-
diyya, espe cially the army—often known as the Dervish—had 
strong links in the south of sudan. the key components of the 
army were the cavalry and the riflemen. the Dervish cavalry 
was drawn by and large from the nomadic baqqara, known to 
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be fine horsemen or camel riders. the ansar riflemen—the 
Jihadiya “armed with  single- shot, .45 calibre Remington breech-
loaders taken from their fallen opponents or from captured 
egyp tian arsenals”—usually came from the south, the nuba 
Mountains, or the west.19 in the course of the revolution, many 
of the bazinger—private armies recruited from the south by 
slave traders—joined the Mahdiyya, as did many from the gov-
ernment army.20 the Mahdi died only a few months after the 
revolution succeeded and the state was established. the Khalifa, 
who succeeded the Mahdi, incorporated the baqqara tribes of 
Darfur in the army and set up his own elite corps of body-
guards, the mulazimin; these fighters, too, were mostly south-
erners.21 as a movement, the Mahdiyya drew its followers and 
cadres not only from the arab north but also from the west 
(Darfur and Kordofan), the south and regions bordering it (the 
nuba Mountains); it was the first to crisscross the north and 
the south, the east and the west, and arab and non- arab parts 
of sudan. Many sudanese in the anticolonial movement of suc-
ceeding decades rightly thought of the Mahdi as the father of 
the nation.

the Mahdiyya also unleashed brutal violence against 
those outside its ranks, evoking comparisons with the brutal 
violence of the slave raids. though the Mahdi died only months 
after setting up a state, the violence continued through the 
rule of his deputy, the Khalifa abdullah, born of an immigrant 
 family from West africa. from 1885 to 1888, there were a 
series of revolts against the Mahdist state from the baqqara 
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and the fur, who had been among the staunchest supporters 
of the Mahdiyya. the Khalifa responded to the opposition 
with brutal violence, involving forced population transfers 
from southern Dar fur to Kordofan and the Mahdist capital, 
omdurman. in power for thirteen years, the Khalifa made it a 
policy to break the power of any tribal hierarchy that opposed 
him. such was the fate of the Kabbabish and the beja; stripped 
of livestock, both were impoverished and subordinated by the 
centralized Mahdist state. Due to extreme violence combined 
with widespread famine and devastating epidemics, it is esti-
mated that nearly a third of the population of northern sudan 
perished over the two decades that spanned Mahdist victory 
and rule and subsequent british conquest. though most of the 
en glish- language scholarship on the Mahdiyya has been col-
ored by unsympathetic british sources, recent sources have 
tended to acknowledge that the Mahdiyya commanded broad 
support from the sudanese population. “the Mahdist sudan 
was not a total tyranny, in spite of british attempts to present 
it as such. the Khalifa abdulla ruled firmly but fairly according 
to his rights and the sudanese  people were perfectly content 
under his rule, certainly far happier than they had been under 
the egyp tians, and but for the return of the british army in the 
1890s, the Mahdist state would in all likelihood have continued 
and prospered.”22

the Mahdiyya was similar to a number of anti- imperialist 
movements in early twentieth- century africa. all faced a seem-
ingly insurmountable problem, one of scale. the big question 
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was how to forge a translocal movement against the transna-
tional forces of the empire. that question was solved in several 
places in similar ways: the common thread was the binding 
influence of a spir it ual ideology as developed in the Maji Maji 
resistance in tanganyika or the shona resistance in Rhodesia. 
as John iliffe noted of the Maji Maji: “the central figure in 
such an enlargement was the prophet, proclaiming a new reli-
gion in order to supersede the old, a new loyalty to transcend 
old loyalties of tribe and kinship.”23 the holy water the prophet 
offered, the maji, not only provided assurances of impunity 
against the white man’s firepower, it also made for a lasting 
bond between those who accepted it. the Maji Maji terrified 
those of its german adversaries who glimpsed in it signs of an 
imminent political transformation.

the Mahdiyya was the largest of the resistance movements 
of the period, certainly the largest since the 1857 uprising in 
india, and it shook the foundations of empire to the core—not 
just in istanbul, but also in Paris and london. The Times 
(london) of february 6, 1885, noted: “the shock caused by 
the news of the fall of Khartoum has no parallel in the experi-
ence of the present generation.” “our power in the east will be 
ruined,” the queen wrote to a confidant, “We shall never be 
able to hold up our heads again.” the liberal prime minister, 
gladstone, otherwise known to be a strong opponent of impe-
rial expansion, took care to cover his right flank and told his 
cabinet that britain must not ignore “the effect which the tri-
umph of the Mahdi would have on our Mahometan subjects.” 
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With nothing less than the survival of british india at stake, 
the cabinet decided it must avenge gordon.24

that revenge was a devastating victory won by forces under 
general Kitchener on the plains a few miles from the Mahdist 
capital at omdurman. though the  battle of omdurman took 
place at the Khalifa’s initiative, his ranks were bitterly divided, 
and the result was a total disaster for the Mahdiyya.25 the Der-
vishes were estimated to have lost more than twenty- six- 
thousand men killed and wounded at omdurman, a staggering 
loss.26 Kitchener’s losses were minimal: just forty- eight men 
killed and eighty- two wounded. how are we to understand this 
lopsided outcome? g. W. stevens, one of the british war cor-
respondents, summed up the Mahdist achievement: “our men 
were perfect, but the Dervishes were superb beyond perfection. 
it was the largest, best and bravest army that ever fought against 
us for Mahdism and it died worthy of the huge empire that 
Mahdism won and kept so long.” a recent account of the war 
concludes: “if the estimates of the Kalifa’s forces are correct, 
this represents a casualty rate of around fifty per cent—a tribute 
to the courage of the ansar and evidence of the  terrible effect 
of modern weapons when used against mass formations.”27 the 
battle of omdurman was testimony to more than just the 
unequal contest between anticolonial insurgency and colonial 
counterinsurgency in the modern era; it also spoke volumes of 
the savagery of which the forces were capable when challenged. 
that the Mahdist forces observed conventions of colonial war-
fare was not unconnected to its tragic outcome.
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if most of the ansar fought in spite of the certainty that 
the outcome would be death and defeat, why did the en glish 
forces, with such overwhelming odds in their favor, continue 
to dish out death and destruction? observers had several expla-
nations for this savagery. first, a certainty that loss would mean 
certain death: “the british troops who shot so efficiently were 
only too aware that they were shooting for their lives.” but why 
kill to the finish? Why leave the wounded to die? “the  battle 
left some sixteen thousand Dervish wounded, many now dead 
or still dying out in the desert and in the town.”28 to self- 
preservation, we must add another motive: total de- humanization 
of the adversary. Churchill reported that many in the army 
were so fueled with sentiments of revenge that, egged on by the 
strident british press, they came to regard the ansar as “ver-
min—unfit to live”: “i must personally record that there was a 
very general impression that the fewer the prisoners, the greater 
would be the satisfaction of the commander.”29

Kitchener himself shared this thirst for revenge. in the 
short time between victory at omdurman and having to leave 
to face the french commander at fashoda, Kitchener did all he 
 could to eradicate the memory of the Mahdi. on september 6, 
he ordered the destruction of the Mahdi’s tomb, so that his 
body may be exhumed and thrown into the nile—a task super-
vised by Major W. s. gordon, a nephew of the late general. 
having separated the Mahdi’s skull from the body, the younger 
gordon decided to present it to Kitchener, so the victorious 
general may “mount it on a stand and use it as an inkpot.”30
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When the british conquered the Mahdiyya, they set up 
the sultanate of Dar fur as a british protectorate, more or less 
in the fashion of many of the princely states in india. When 
they did establish direct control over Darfur, they made it the 
centerpiece of their strategy in sudan. the thrust of british 
policy in Darfur can be summed up in one word: tribalization. 
as a strategy of governance, tribalization was the kernel of 
native administration and indirect rule. it was intended as the 
antidote to Mahdism.

t r i b a l i z i n g  a s  a  p o l i t i c a l  s t r a t e g y

Key to native administration was an administrative distinc-
tion between “natives” and “strangers.” natives were said to be 
original to the area, and non- natives were identified as such no 
matter how many generations they had lived in the area. Darfur, 
the province, was parceled into a series of homelands, dars, each 
identified with a tribe administratively tagged as native. the 
dar was considered the homeland of its native tribe. immigrants 
wanting access to land  could only do so as “strangers” who had 
to pay a specified tribute to the native authority. With all 
african land tenure identified as tribal, all other forms of tenure, 
including the individual land holding introduced during the 
sultanate—the hakura of privilege—was rendered obsolete. the 
hakura system in contemporary Darfur is not a continuation of 
the land system in the days of the sultanate; rather, it dates from 
the time the british introduced the process of tribalization.
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though the nomenclature, dar, evoked customary usage, 
its meaning was subverted. before, dar had multiple meanings, 
with home signifying one of several locations, starting with 
one’s immediate dwelling and extending to several localities in 
a series of concentric  circles. but now dar identified the colo-
nial administrative unit as home. home became the tribal 
territory—tribal homeland—where one’s group was defined as 
native. Just the fact that it defined a person’s access to land, to 
participation in governance, including preference in the very 
process of dispute  settlement, turned the membership of the 
administratively defined dar into a truly meaningful identity. 
though imposed from above, through colonial law and associ-
ated administrative measures, tribal identity became the basis 
of voluntary organization over time. enforced from above, 
native identity begot a native agency.

though i have described this system in the context of 
Darfur, it is obtained in all african contexts that i have studied, 
from  eastern africa to nigeria, from sudan to south africa. 
the one exception was Rwanda. the big difference between 
sudan and Rwanda was that whereas in the case of sudan, 
britain joined a racialized historiography to a tribalized admin-
istration, land tenure, and dispute  settlement; in the case of 
Rwanda all—the historiography and the land tenure system, 
local administration and dispute resolution—were racialized. 
every institution privileged tutsi over hutu.

a distinctive feature also marked the colonial experience 
of Darfur. as implemented in Darfur, the native authority 
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system institutionalized a system of inequality between peasant 
and pastoralist tribes. this legacy led to a triply layered  society— 
peasants, semi- nomads, and nomads—and was to lead to disas-
trous consequences in time. the colonial state looked at the 
peasant/nomad distinction from a predominantly political 
perspective, one  driven by the realization that it would be 
easier to control sedentary  peoples. this is the main reason 
peasant tribes were granted homelands (dars) that more or less 
coincided with their areas of  settlement at the time of coloni-
zation, but the diminished dars of the semi- nomadic cattle 
tribes (the baqqara) of the south more or less coincided with 
their areas of  settlement but did not always include all their 
grazing areas. in sharp contrast, the fully nomadic camel tribes 
(the abbala) of the north—who had no  settled villages and 
moved around all year—received no dars.

Did tribe exist before colonialism? if we understand by 
tribe an ethnic group with a common language, it did. but tribe 
as an administrative entity that distinguishes between natives 
and non- natives and systematically discriminates in favor of the 
former and against the latter—defining access to land and par-
ticipation in local governance and rules for settling disputes 
according to tribal identity—certainly did not exist before colo-
nialism. one may ask: did race exist before racism? as differ-
ences in pigmentation, or in phenotype, it did. but as a fulcrum 
for group discrimination based on “race” difference, it did not. 
the consensus among contemporary scholars of race is that 
while race does not exist, racism—a system of discrimation, 
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legal or social, based on the perception or conviction that race 
is real—does exist. like race, tribe became a  single, exclusive, 
and total identity only with colonialism. above all, tribe was a 
politically  driven, modern—totalizing—identity.

as a totalizing identity, tribe was a subset of race. each 
represented a language of privilege and discrimination. the 
colonial state was based on a double discrimination, racial and 
tribal. Racial discrimination was institutionalized in the cen-
tral state, and tribal discrimination in the local substate. Race 
was said to be about a hierarchy of civilization, whereas tribe 
was said to reflect cultural (ethnic) diversity within a race. if 
the central state justified discrimination against the native race on 
civilizational grounds, the local state justified discrimination in 
favor of the native tribe on grounds of origin and difference.

c o m p a r i n g  w i t h  t h e  r o m a n  e m p i r e

the british thought of themselves as the modern successors to 
the Roman empire. they claimed to be the bearers of a rule of 
law, which they saw as the heart of the colonial civilizing mis-
sion. in what ways did the british empire resemble that of the 
Romans and in what ways were the two different?

“the empire of the Romans,” henry Maine wrote in Lec-
tures on the Early History of Institutions, “for one reason alone, 
must be placed in a totally different class from the oriental 
despotisms, ancient and modern, and even from the famous 
athenian empire. all these last were tax- taking empires, 
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which exercised  little or no interference in the customs of 
village- communities or tribes. but the Roman empire, while 
it was a tax- taking, was also a legislating empire. it crushed out 
local customs, and substituted for them institutions of its own. 
through its legislation alone it effected so great an interrup-
tion in the history of a large part of mankind, nor has it had 
any parallel except—and the comparison is very imperfect—the 
modern british empire in india.”31 i have already argued that 
british and french ambitions to export their respective insti-
tutions to different parts of the empire, and in the process 
assimilate local elites, were short- lived. faced with resistance 
from old elites and demands for equal citizenship from new 
ones, modern european empires moved from the logic of 
assimilation to one of segregation. their ambition to spread 
civil law through the assimilation of new elites gave way to a 
customary pact with old elites. it is not the comparison between 
Rome and modern european empires, but rather the contrast 
between them that can instruct us in understanding the ways 
in which empires have changed in the era of the modern 
nation- state.

the Roman Republic expanded in two phases, first to italy, 
and then overseas. the experience in italy had a profound 
impact on the nature of Roman rule in the overseas provinces. 
Rome  settled its citizens all over italy and assured them self- 
government in local affairs. their  example familiarized diverse 
italian communities with the latin language and Roman insti-
tutions, just as it convinced local elites “that they would lose 
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 little in local autonomy and gain much in prestige, protection 
from Roman magistrates and even political power, if they 
 could secure the status of citizens.” When they were denied 
citizenship by Rome, italian communities rose in revolt in 90 
bC. in response, Rome conceded citizenship. by the time of 
augustus, all the italians came to be Romans.32 from the third 
century bC, Rome enlarged her dominions beyond the seas. 
Rome governed through local oligarchies wherever they existed. 
the standard pattern was for Rome to leave local elites to con-
trol the  people and in return provide effective protection for 
their liberty, by which Rome meant above all the protection of 
property rights.

the outstanding feature of Roman imperial rule was the 
“ideal of inclusiveness.”33 Romans made citizenship increas-
ingly inclusive with time.34 Roman citizenship was granted, 
first and foremost, to communities, and then to individuals. 
over time, Rome opened up citizenship to both subject  peoples 
and slaves. beginning with some of their latin neighbors in 
the fifth century bCe, Rome decided after the 90 bCe revolt 
to enfranchise entire italian communities.35 eventually, emperor 
Caracalla granted citizenship to all the inhabitants of the Roman 
world in 212 Ce.36 Rome became multicultural. in spite of its 
name, the empire was less and less Roman. in the third cen-
tury most senators were not italians. from trajan onward, 
most emperors came from the provinces. the eternal city cel-
ebrated its millennium in aD 247 under the rule of an arab 
sheikh.37
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Rome was also willing to grant citizenship to freed male 
slaves; only criminal slaves were totally debarred from citizen-
ship. so prevalent was the practice of granting citizenship to 
slaves that Romans became concerned “with foreigners who 
fraudulently took on the status of slaves for a short time in 
order to use manumission as a route into Roman citizenship.” 
the more it became universal, the less Roman citizenship car-
ried with it equal rights under the law. on the one hand, “the 
upper classes were privileged, enjoying a sort of benefit of 
clergy.” on the other hand, the status of a citizen ex- slave car-
ried “some political and legal disadvantages.”38 it also debased 
the position of a Roman woman who, though she  could give 
the right to vote to her male slave,  could not vote herself.

there were two different kinds of Roman communities in 
the empire. the first were the colonies (coloniae), which were 
usually towns of ex- soldiers who became Roman citizens. 
Demobilized auxiliary soldiers received the right to obtain 
Roman citizenship for themselves, their wives and children 
after their discharge.39 the constitution and laws of the colo-
nies were entirely Roman. like towns in italy, they were freed 
from direct taxation.40

Whereas colonies were found in the east, municipalities 
(municipia) were more a feature of the west. the municipality 
 could have either Roman or latin status. Roman status indi-
cated communities of Roman citizens; in contrast, latin status 
signified a midway position of preexisting communities where 
Roman law held sway, and where only ex- magistrates—and in 
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rare instances all town councilors—received the privilege of 
Roman citizenship. latin rights were limited to the private rights 
of a Roman citizen—including intermarriage with Romans, 
inheritance from them, and the right to own Roman land—but 
not political right, except for symbolic participation in Roman 
assemblies when present in Rome.41 this was how adrian 
sherwin- White summarized the main development: “it was as 
communities and not as individuals that the italian allies were 
eventually incorporated in the Roman state, under the various 
enabling laws. . . .  When they ceased to be states, they became 
self- governing municipia.”42

if asked about the mechanism through which Rome held 
together an empire of more than fifty million, the answer 
would be  simple: citizenship of different kinds, Roman citizens 
with full rights, and latin citizens with partial rights, both 
linking the provinces to Rome.43 but this did not exhaust the 
bill, for the majority of greek cities remained communities 
with their own constitutions and local government.44

the big difference between the eastern and the western 
parts of the empire was that Romans tended to  settle the west 
with colonies of soldiers, but to govern the east in alliance with 
local elites.45 the remarkable fact was that no troops were 
needed to hold down the cities in the east because the most 
powerful of the local citizens, men to whom Rome had granted 
equality of rights, kept order and ensured loyalty. it is worth 
noting the well- known Panegyric on Rome from aelius  aristides, 
the son of a landowner in the east who had received Roman 
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 citizenship, that the Roman empire was the first that rested on 
consent and not on force. in the West, citizenship was far more 
widely diffused. not only did whole communities possess it in 
several instances, more individuals  could win it as a reward for 
military service, since over two thirds of the Roman army was 
raised and stationed in the western provinces.46

to these generalizations there was one notable exception, 
that of Judaea in the east. Whereas normal Roman practice 
was to hand over control in the eastern provinces “to a selected 
scion of the native dynasty,” herod’s appointment by the 
Roman senate as the King of Judaea following the conquest of 
 Jerusalem in 37 by Roman legions began a new era, one that 
marked a breach in this policy.47 “in marked contrast to the 
general freedom from Roman interference enjoyed by the 
Jewish population before the war,”  Jerusalem after 70 “became 
an occupied city.”48 the resistance to Roman rule was particu-
larly fierce in Judaea, a fact that many writers attribute to the 
ideological element, being the role of religion in mobilizing 
Jewish opposition to Rome.49

Romans made two claims for the empire: one, that it pro-
vided security; and two, that it championed humanitas. Rome 
provided security in the provinces for at least six centuries, 
an outstanding record.50 its claim to being the custodian of 
humanitas in many ways resembles contemporary Western 
claims to being beacons of civilization. as “a guiding principle 
in human relations,” one underlining “the concern of a master 
for a slave and of rulers for their subjects,” the notion of 
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“humanity” was developed by the stoics. by the late first cen-
tury bC, however, humanitas had been formulated as a thor-
oughly Roman concept. it is in this spirit that Cicero instructed 
his brother that “if fate had given you authority over africans 
or spaniards or gauls, wild and barbarous nations, you would 
still owe it to your humanitas to be concerned about their com-
forts, their needs and their safety.”51

Cicero’s injunction makes clear that Romans came to for-
mulate humanitas “as a qualification for rule.” though human-
itas “was believed to have been invented only once,” by greeks, 
Romans claimed to be responsible for spreading humanitas 
throughout the world. in this sense, Romans stood as custo-
dians of historical progress. as a claim, humanitas was central 
to the propagation of Roman power and to its legitimation.52

Humanitas was the lead term in the binary whose subordi-
nate term was barbarian. greeks conceptualized barbarians as 
the antithesis of hellenes, which they defined not merely as 
those who spoke greek and behaved like greeks, but as a  people 
descended from a common stock. Defined in cultural and bio-
logical terms, barbarians were natural slaves (aristotle), they 
were morally underdeveloped. Romans adopted much of this 
definition of barbarism—strange languages, bizarre behavior, 
and moral inferiority—but common descent was not an issue 
with Romans. Whereas for greeks the barrier with barbarians 
was “clear- cut and difficult to cross,” Romans thought of it as 
“a continuum along which it was relatively easy to progress.” 
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in contrast with the strongly segregationist greek impulse, 
humanitas defined the more assimilationist Roman vision.53

Contemporary scholars have internalized the Roman claim 
to being the pioneers and custodians of progress—humanitas— 
by presenting the relationship between local communities and 
Roman power as one of cultural change, described as “Roman-
ization.” the concept assumes a linear relationship between 
political power and cultural change. even in contexts where 
conquest has provided the stimulus to cultural change, the 
conqueror’s culture has not always been the dominant one. 
numerous  examples testify to this: among these are the influ-
ence of hellenistic culture on the Romans as they extended 
their power over the greek world; the expansion of han cul-
ture in China even when it was conquered, first by the Mon-
gols and later by the Manchus, both of whom were sinicized;54 
the spread of farsi language and culture under the rule of 
Moghuls (otherwise ethnic turks) in india; the spread of 
 sanskritic culture in india under british rule; and, finally, the 
spread of arabic script and language under the non- arab sul-
tanates of Dar fur and funj in sudan.

the problems with terms like Romanization—or  arab iza- 
tion—which claim to describe a process of cultural transforma-
tion, are several. by naming only one party in the process— 
Roman or arabic—it “implies a unilateral downloading of a 
pre- packaged culture rather than a process of mutual adaptation 
in a wide variety of manners” and presents it as “the imposition 
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of a superior Roman [or arabic, for that matter] culture upon 
an inferior native one.” an alternative perspective would see 
the local not “as objects or recipients” in a one- way process but 
as human actors with “not only knowledge and ability, but voli-
tion.” one is reminded of leopold sedar senghor’s dictum to 
his  people: assimilate! Don’t be assimilated! Romanization 
implies “a sudden, thorough and absolute process of assimila-
tion.” instead of regarding locals and Romans as “separate, 
albeit interactive, entities involved in a two- way interchange,” 
the alternative is to see both involved in a mutually trans-
forming process. because the final product partakes of both, 
no matter how unequally, and does not quite resemble either, 
the process is also identity- transforming for both sides. not 
only did locals become provincials, Romans were also trans-
formed. Classical sources, which obscure this process of identity 
transformation by presuming fixed identities at the beginning 
and the end of the process, are, in Curchin’s phrase, guilty of 
“ethnic profiling.”55

among these scholars is henry Maine who identified with 
empire builders and so admired Rome that he tended to forget 
some key differences between it and modern european colo-
nial empires, particularly britain.56 to begin with, the lon-
gevity of the Roman empire is striking. Peter brunt reminds 
us that “in the provinces Rome first acquired her rule lasted for 
600 years” whereas “less than 200 years separate Plassey from 
the grant of independence to india.” his verdict is that “com-
pared with Roman domination, the british was an ephemeral 
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growth.”57 second is the difference in how the two empires 
were organ ized. not only was there no physical contiguity 
between modern european empires and their colonies, “the 
natives stayed in their own environment, and the colonies were 
never incorporated [in the motherland] in any real sense.”58 in 
contrast, the Roman empire “grew by conquering and absorbing 
neighboring  peoples, one after the other.” the tendency was 
for the subjects in the colonies to lose their identity as  peoples 
and for the elites to become Roman citizens.59

unlike the greek world and unlike modern Western 
empires, the Roman empire tended to expand by “incorporating 
entire foreign communities in their body politic, whether as citi-
zens with full rights or as citizens without the vote.”60 When 
provincial elites emulated Roman culture and demanded corre-
sponding political rights, Rome did not rebuff them; it embraced 
them.61 this is why, unlike with modern Western empires, those 
politically conscious in the Roman provinces were seldom disaf-
fected. brunt reminds us that “in the very century when Roman 
rule was to vanish in gaul a gallic poet celebrated Rome as the 
city which had unified the world by giving the conquered a share 
in rights” and then adds: “What a contrast with the jubilation 
that marks the independence days of british colonies!”62 in the 
West at least, “Romans left behind them not memories of dis-
content but a continuing aspiration for european unity, and as 
Chris tianity took on a Roman coloring, for Chris tian unity.”63

if there is a parallel to the Roman capacity to absorb local 
elites as the empire expanded—in the process turning Rome 
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itself into a multicultural center—that parallel is provided by 
the ottoman empire and not by the modern Western empires 
of britain or france. if there is a parallel with the british 
empire, it is with the regime of direct rule in pre- 1857 india 
when the utilitarians aimed to anglicize and assimilate the 
indian elite. in the century that followed 1857, the british 
empire moved away from an elite- focused assimilationist policy 
to a mass- based culturalist policy. the point of that policy was 
less to civilize the elites than to shape popular subjectivities. in 
this sense, at least, the enterprise known as indirect rule was 
vastly more ambitious than what the Romans had imagined or 
practiced.
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c h a p t e r  t h r e e

Beyond Settlers and Natives

the theory and Practice  
of Decolonization

Decolonization was the preoccupation of two groups that pro-
pelled the nationalist movement: the intelligentsia and the 
political class. they set out to create the nation, the former to 
give the independent state a history and the latter to create a 
common citizenship as the basis of national sovereignty. both 
projects unraveled in the thick of civil war. it is time to ask: 
what have we learned? how far have we gone beyond  settler 
claims to being custodians of cosmopolitan pluralism and 
nativist preoccupation with origin and authenticity?

t h e  i n t e l l e c t u a l  c r i t i q u e

the shift from direct to indirect rule went alongside a number 
of changes. one of these was a change in the language of rule, 
from civilization to tradition. the local mediators of rule also 
changed: from educated strata to “traditional” chiefs. Direct 
rule had gone hand- in- hand with building Western- style schools 
and institutions of learning. a visible social sign of colonial 
rule was the proliferation of literate strata such as en glish- 
speaking lawyers. With the turn to indirect rule, colonial 
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 attitudes to the educated strata changed radically, from hope 
to suspicion.

the british brought to africa an entire arsenal of lessons 
in colonial management drawn from nineteenth- century colo-
nies such as india, Malaya, and the West indies. Key british 
administrators in africa, such as lord lugard, had more than 
likely served in the indian service. lugard had been a former 
colonial official in india and burma, then a fortune- seeking 
ivory hunter and merchant in equatorial africa. lugard later 
joined the imperial british east africa Company. as a pioneer 
of indirect rule, lugard systematized its practice in northern 
nigeria and wrote about it in The Dual Mandate. he was deter-
mined that nigeria must avoid “the indian disease,” by which 
he meant a native intelligentsia whose natural bent was to 
nationalist agitation.

the shift is best evident in the modern history of higher 
education in the colonies. in the eighteenth to mid- nineteenth 
centuries, a triumphant and confident empire placed high pre-
mium on civilizing the colonies. universities had a pride of 
place in this mission. Challenged in mid- nineteenth century, 
the empire went on the defensive. as it opted for order over 
modernity, higher education ceased to be a priority. the shift 
was marked in places colonized last, such as the lands of  Middle 
africa, those between the sahara and the limpopo River, col-
onized in the aftermath of the berlin Conference.

During the 1960s, the world media was full of stories 
of how one african colony after another was about to 
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become independent, with no more than a handful of uni-
versity  graduates—tanganyika, Congo, nyasaland, northern 
Rhodesia; the list was endless. Congo was said to have no more 
than nine university graduates at independence. “the british,” 
complained independent tanganyika’s Prime Minister, Julius 
nyerere, “ruled us for 43 years. When they left, there were 
two trained engineers and 12 doctors. this is the country we 
inherited.”1 the colonies of  Middle africa divided into two 
groups. Most had no universities at independence, which is 
why a national university—along with the national anthem, 
the national flag, and the national currency—became an oblig-
atory sign of real independence. but a few had one univer-
sity, usually a university meant to serve the region, such as 
Makerere university in Kampala, uganda, or the university 
of ibadan in nigeria. at independence, in 1961, nigeria had 
one university with a thousand students. in 1991, nigeria 
had  forty- one universities with 131,000 students. nigeria was 
not an exception.2 the african university was mainly a post-
colonial development.

nationalist governments built the developmentalist uni-
versity. the more nationalism turned into a state- building 
project, the more pressures mounted on the developmental uni-
versity to implement a state- determined agenda. officialdom 
came to equate critical thought with a critique of nationalism 
and the nationalist elite. indeed, the university occupied a con-
tradictory location, for the university was an incubator of not 
only critical thought but also a political counter- elite. Critique 
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 could and did mask ambition. the more professors acted like 
ministers- in- waiting and, in some cases, like presidents- in- 
waiting, the more their critique sounded self- serving. in a 
 single- party context, the university took on the character of an 
opposition party. Confrontations with governmental power 
often led to strikes and shutdowns.

nationalists were seldom willing dem o crats. from george 
Washington to indira gandhi to Robert Mugabe—and we 
must also include among these the best of them, nyerere and 
nkrumah—they tended to see opposition as evidence of fac-
tionalism and betrayal. the postcolonial african university 
was a highly politicized institution. sometimes, the politiciza-
tion was at the expense of aca demic freedom and intellectual 
pursuits. to achieve a balance between relevance and scholar-
ship would require an autonomous intellectual life, which in 
turn depended on putting sheer numbers of scholars in place 
and creating a significant density of institutional life. among 
the few countries to afford these were nigeria and south 
africa. not surprisingly, an alternative historiography to colo-
nial conventions on race and tribe first developed in nigeria.

i want to begin with a discussion of the writings of yusuf 
bala usman, a historian at ahmadu bello university (abu) in 
Zaria, nigeria, and a towering figure among these postcolo-
nial intellectuals. the last time i met usman was in 2005 at 
abu in Zaria. usman suggested we meet in the evening 
around a few beers. i was surprised. “but you have sharia law 
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in the state now,” i said. “never mind, the university staff club 
is federal territory. state laws do not apply there.” he was right. 
We had a wonderful evening of beers and roasted meat at the 
abu staff Club.3

at the time usman wrote, historians of africa were preoc-
cupied with the question of historical sources. the debate 
among historians turned on the question of whether oral testi-
mony  could be as reliable a source of historical information as 
written texts. Just how defensive were the oral historians is 
clear from the remarks of one their doyens, Jan Vansina at the 
university of Wisconsin. to usman’s great disappointment, 
Vansina cautioned his colleagues that oral sources “need to be 
examined in terms of the world outlook which informs them” 
so these may be purged of “distortions” and “colourings” so 
they “merit(s) a certain amount of credence within certain 
limits.” usman wondered why such probing should stop with 
oral history. he wondered why the same critical approach “is 
not extended to the most widely used source of african history 
for the last five hundred years, namely the written records of 
european travelers, traders, missionaries, companies, govern-
ments and their agents.”4

for usman, all sources—not just oral, but also written—
were subject to bias. but detecting the bias of sources was 
 simply a first step in history writing. the more important 
question was how to detect and deal with one’s own bias. that 
dilemma must face  every historian for two reasons. to begin 
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with, usman was convinced that “establishing what happened 
at a particular place or time, no matter how much detail is 
known about it does not constitute the reconstruction of his-
tory.” this is because “historical reconstruction requires a 
framework of explanation within which a series of events can 
be perceived and understood as a process.”5 history is written 
as a narrative, and the mode of the narrative—such as romance, 
tragedy, comedy, and farce—is not self- evident. it has to be 
chosen. furthermore, there is the “very basic problem,” one of 
“distance, detachment and objectivity,” which must arise from 
“the relationship between the person making the study and the 
subject of study.”6 this is how usman explained it:

this is a fundamental problem in the physical, natural 
and human sciences. it is the problem which makes the 
study of history and society far more profound and 
complex than the study of physical and natural phe-
nomena. the person with a perception of history who 
is studying history has been produced and moulded 
by history. the very concepts he uses are histori-
cally determined and produced. and he is involved in 
looking at what has produced and is moulding him. 
it is a much more complex and fundamental thing 
than the study of rocks and plants, for  example. . . .  
unfortunately, some of our colleagues in the study of 
society and history, impressed with the precision and 
quantification of the physical and natural sciences run 
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around and chase after what they regard as the prestige 
of these other sciences. as a result that, they give the 
impression that all you need is to develop better tech-
niques and better computers, then you can reduce the 
study of history to the same level as the study of atoms. 
but in fact, they will find that no matter how fine the 
techniques they introduce, the phenomenological fact 
that you are studying yourself cannot be removed. you 
cannot relate to yourself as you relate to a donkey or a 
rock. you can’t!7

in other words, “there is no basis of ‘objectivity’ outside of 
history.”8 that, however, did not mean that one was locked 
into an im possible situation. the way out was to be conscious 
of the categories, conceptions, and assumptions that inform 
history- writing. the way out of the problem is to become con-
scious of the problem. usman explained this in two steps: “it 
is . . .  im possible to reconstruct history without having some 
specific categories, conception and assumption. What is sug-
gested here is that unless this is done consciously one becomes 
a conceptual prisoner of certain types of primary sources, 
without being aware of it.”9 the second step was to recognize 
that one has no option but to look at the past from the vantage 
point of the present: “. . .  since the purpose of historical study 
is to grasp the historical process for the purpose of influencing 
it then the only correct conceptual framework, for any epoch, 
is that which provides a basis for the practical determination of 
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the direction of that epoch. . . .  What i am saying is that  every 
view you have of the past has specific implications regarding 
what you should do now.”10 a degree of self- reflexivity was nec-
essary to write good history: “once you are aware of your own 
historicity, then you will realize the historicity of the concepts 
that you use, and you do not sit down and accept them as if 
these have come down to you from heaven.”11

usman’s reflections on history writing began with a critique 
of the late- nineteenth- century german scholar- explorer hein-
rich barth. usman was aware that virtually  every major Western 
scholar writing on africa in the 1950s and 1960s  considered 
barth a virtually unimpeachable source. Robert Rotberg said 
barth was “steeped . . .  in the history of the  people he traveled 
among.” Philip Curtin praised barth’s scholarship for the con-
temporary way in which “he makes use of ethnographic, lin-
guistic and documentary evidence to solve problems of african 
history.” anthony Kirk- greene lauded barth’s “empathy with 
africans and africa as his outstanding quality and a model for 
europeans living in africa today.” above all,  thomas hodgkin 
heralded barth as “nigeria’s greatest  historian who—so far as 
northern nigeria is concerned—constructed the frame of refer-
ence within which all later historical work has been done.”12

to show why it was important to acknowledge the histo-
ricity of concepts used by historians, particularly those in the 
postcolonial period, usman focused on heinrich barth’s “great 
pre- occupation with . . .  physical and genetic characteristics.” 
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barth had begun with the assumption “that the members of the 
ruling class would belong to a race distinct from the ‘subject 
population’ ” and concluded that this difference “should be 
manifest in their physical characteristics and general bearing 
and conduct.” but when “many of the members of the ruling 
class [he] met did not fit into the arch- type [he] had assumed,” 
barth’s response was to “explain this discrepancy between his 
assumptions and what he found, in terms of miscegenation.” 
this explanation, usman argued, arose not from the nature 
of history in precolonial sudanic africa but from the racist 
biases undergirding dominant traditions in nineteenth- century 
european history writing. these biases explained the assump-
tions driv ing “writings on society and history in sudan,” that 
the “basic units of the society and history are races, nations, 
and tribes.” indeed, “in barth’s conception, major historical 
changes are rooted in changes in relations of conflict and war-
fare, subjugation and absorption between races and tribes.”13

the preoccupation with race and tribe was part of a larger 
preoccupation, one with tradition. “the dominant perception 
of nigerian history,” argued usman, “is that before colonial 
conquest the  peoples in this country lived in what are called 
‘traditional societies.’ these ‘traditional societies’ are all seen 
to be made up of tribes or ethnic groups of various sizes and 
degrees of relationship with each other.”14 When employed in 
historical writing, tradition served one of two purposes. the 
first was to justify the prejudice that african society was 
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 stagnant and that all change was  driven from above. histo-
rians contrasted an unchanging community with a dynamic 
state as the real site of changes. second, appeal to an unchang-
 ing  tradition was part of a presumption that this dynamic state 
was inevitably a product of external influences. tradition also 
served as a rhetorical device: since  every piece of historical 
writing had to begin at some point, the background to this 
point ceased to have historical movement, but became “tradi-
tion.” usman argued that the discourse on tradition was actu-
ally an admission of historical ignorance. in his doctoral thesis, 
usman narrated the political history of Katsina, starting with 
autonomous towns in the fourteenth century. “Composed of 
distinct lineages and occupational groups,” the authority of 
autonomous towns was “associated with particular religious 
cults.” this system “was transformed in about mid- 15th cen-
tury” to the sarauta system (1450–1804 ad) where the “various 
Sarautu (public offices) centered around the office of the sarkin 
Katsina (King, or lord of Katsina).” the office holders under 
the sarauta system “were largely made up . . .  of slaves and free 
men,” and the government was run largely by “a bureau-
cracy of slaves, eunuchs and free- born commoners.” the 
sarauta system was overthrown by a movement that developed 
from 1796 to 1804 and was “led largely by intellectuals, the 
mallamai, under the leadership of shehu usman Danfodio.” 
Known as the Jama’a, this movement was later ethnicized by 
its opponents who came to call it “the fulani.” finally, with the 
growth of an aristocratic element, there developed the emirate 
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system (c. 1816–1903) with the emir of Katsina, a lieutenant of 
the caliph at sokoto. after periodizing the post- fourteenth- 
century history of Katsina into five distinct epochs, usman 
pointed out the problem of a tradition- driven narrative: “if 
you want to say what is the traditional political system in 
 Katsina, for  example, you will have to identify which of the 
five to choose.”15

all talk of tradition  simply ossifies systems as “fixed and 
unchanging” when they are always in historical flux. even 
more, these systems are “racialized and tribalized” for “ people 
don’t only talk of the Katsina, benin or the oyo [traditional] 
political systems, or the political system of the various tars of 
the tiv, they talk in terms of the hausa or the yoruba or edo 
political systems. . . .  the institution of the oba, the institu-
tion of the sarki, is made [a] peculiar institution(s) of the 
yoruba and the hausa. and once you get into this attitude of 
making political systems, things, which are historically defined, 
as peculiar to a particular  people, you end up by talking of the 
particular genius of particular  peoples and you end up with 
racism. . . .  While one admits that  people who speak a common 
language share similarities at the level of concepts, there are 
similarities in some ideas; but when you are talking about 
political, economic and social organizations we have to be on a 
much firmer ground.”16

but the talk of tradition was not just an ossification and a 
mis- signaling of the past. More than a way of sanctifying 
a particular past, the talk of tradition was about justifying a 
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 particular present: “What is believed to be traditional society 
is not something that has existed in any past. it is essentially 
what has existed in the colonial and neo- colonial present.”17 
usman went on to argue that the contemporary significance of 
tradition was political; it was part of an overall effort to check 
the integrative effects of a market economy: “the policy they 
adopted  toward  settlement reveal clearly that the british were 
working to block the process of integration which had already 
been taking place and which had been affected by the intro-
duction of the colonial economy.” Market formation and the 
process of integration had been the subject of a dissertation by 
another abu historian, Mahmud tukur, who pointed out that 
both processes had long preceded colonial rule: “Zaria had 
communities of nupe and yoruba speaking  people in birnin 
Zaria itself,  people who had been there for several centuries, 
and some of whom had become Zazzagawa of nupe and of 
yoruba origin, but Zazzagawa all the same.” With the building 
of the railway in the colonial period, there was an increased 
inflow of immigrants into Zaria “from all parts of nigeria.” 
this is how the sabon gari developed, though “we are not 
sure what it was called at that time.” the british sought to 
check this process administratively: first they decreed “that 
 people who were not indigenes of the area  could not live in 
Zaria City itself.” they followed with another regulation in 
the 1920s to the effect that “Muslims must not live in sabon 
gari” but move to tudun Wada.18

usman sought to historicize the discussion on political 
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identities. in a critique of M. g. smith, usman pointed out 
that “the dominant categories used in the writings on the soci-
eties and history of Central sudan are ‘hausa,’ ‘fulani,’ ‘habe,’ 
‘Kanuri,’ ‘tuareg’ and others of this type.” a one- dimensional 
view that sees the historical process exclusively through ethnic 
and racial categories blunts its full diversity. so long as these 
societies are seen as “amalgams of ethnic groups in relations of 
domination or subordination to one another,” it is “not  possible 
to grapple with the historical process of the genesis and move-
ment of the political communities of the central sudan.” the 
historian is reduced to a gatherer of data, which is predeter-
mined by and in turn reinforces “the assumption that the basic 
movement of african history and societies is the  struggle and 
conflict of ethnic groups.”19 if you take identities existing in 
the present period as a given, then generalize them across his-
torical time, how would it then be  possible to understand the 
process of identity formation over time and relate it to the 
larger process of cultural change, economic development, and 
political transformation?

if it  could be shown that  people lived in multi- ethnic com-
munities, what would be the reason to hold on to the prejudice 
that kinship was the only key to understanding their lives—
social, political, and cultural? “if history is about the eco-
nomic, political and cultural activity of  people how  could 
 people living together and taking part in the same activities 
not share a common history or historical association?” he asked 
in his review of M. g. smith’s work. “if, however, M. g. smith 
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means by ‘history’ or ‘historical association’ the way historical 
activity or process is experienced and conceived he has to show 
why the  settled fulani would have a common experience with 
the nomadic fulani; and the Mohameddan habe with the 
pagan habe, irrespective of their occupation, beliefs and 
location.”20

usman’s writing offered an alternative way of under-
standing the historical movement of political communities in 
precolonial africa. to make the point, he deconstructed key 
ethnic and racial categories, beginning with the hausa- speaking 
habe and the fulfulde- speaking fulani. “When we turn to 
genealogical origin, the hausa- speaking  people, the habe, 
have no tradition of originating from a common ancestor.”21 
the tradition they do have, at least from the seventeenth cen-
tury, is one of speaking a common language. “. . .  it is not clear 
when the name ‘hausa’ began to be applied to the language 
now known as hausa. or, to which dialects of the language it 
was first applied. if we go by current usage in the western 
hausa dialects, the name was prob ably first applied to these 
western dialects, or, to others which may have now disap-
peared. it is likely, however, that by the seventeenth century 
the notion of hausa bakwai had developed and the Kanawa 
would have been seen as belonging to this larger entity.”22 
that, however,  could not offer a sufficient clue to their polit-
ical history. for a clue, one would need to look beyond lan-
guage to locality. With “some of the Muslim and non- Muslim 
‘habe’ of Zazzau,” the common origin was clearly “territorial 
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or political but not genealogical.”23 even with the fulani, the 
role of genealogical origin as “a palpable factor in determining 
social solidarity” was limited to the level of the lineages and 
clans. in fact, usman pointed out, the political history of the 
 people called fulani had been a key concern of scholars long 
before the colonial period: “Clearly the convergence of various 
elements like genealogical origin, territorial origin and lan-
guage in the formation of the fulfulde- speaking  peoples was 
considered problematic among the sakkwato scholars. it is 
from such issues that our examination must start.”24

neither the habe nor the fulani  could be assumed to exist 
as cohesive language- based groups with no significant internal 
differences. Just as there were important differences between 
Muslim and non- Muslim habe, so there were important dif-
ferences shaping the histories of  settled and nomadic fulani. 
these differences, in turn, did not derive from genealogy but 
from locality. “a large proportion of the fulfulde- speaking 
clans of the Kasar hausa derived their identity not from any 
common genealogical origin but from the territory or town 
where they emerged as a distinct entity or with which they 
came to be closely associated.”25

usman claimed that the identity fulani had changed over 
time, from a linguistic one in the eighteenth century to one 
identifying a political estate or an occupational group in the 
nineteenth century. the meaning of habe, too, had to be looked 
for in changing historical developments:  could it be that habe 
had become more of a residual category, one enveloping all 
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those not defined by the linguistic, cultural, or occupational 
category fulani?26 if so, then the historical evolution of fulani 
and habe as relational identities would have great resemblance 
with the historical evolution of tutsi and hutu in Central 
africa, one an identity signifying the crystallization of privilege 
and the other its absence. the scholarly challenge was to locate 
the development of political identities in a historical under-
standing of the process of state formation. “We shall begin to 
face up to one of our important tasks; the creation of a concep-
tual framework with which the specific nature of the african 
historical and contemporary reality can be understood. only 
with such an understanding can the  people of this continent 
forge political communities suited to their needs and situation 
in the present epoch.”27

the task had already been taken on board by two pioneering 
scholars: Kenneth onwuka Dike at the university of ibadan 
and abdullahi smith, the founder of the Department of his-
tory at ahmadu bello university in Zaria. Dike published his 
1950 doctoral thesis as a book in 1956, Trade and Politics in the 
Niger Delta, 1830–1885: An Introduction to the Economic and Polit-
ical History of Nigeria. focusing on migration into the niger 
Delta, Dike explained it as a consequence of land hunger on the 
one hand and slav ery and the slave trade on the other. he showed 
how it led to the emergence of communities that transcended 
the old ethnic entities and how these polities  could not be 
regarded as tribal. “Moreover, city- state is a more appropriate 
designation than ‘tribal state,’ since the period of migration 
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disorgan ized tribal entities and the slave trade further accentu-
ated the mingling of  peoples. in the nineteenth century there-
fore, the Delta states were grouped not by contiguity and in the 
period under survey citizenship came increasingly to depend 
not on descent, but on residence.”28 if igbo was not the designa-
tion of kinship but a category “which many of the constituent 
groups have only recently and often reluctantly accepted as 
their ethnic identity,”29 if there was a problem in using “ single 
entities as igbo religion or political system,”30 as Dike pointed 
out and, if, as usman reflected on Dike’s thesis, these various 
groups have become ethnically igbo during the past eighty 
years, then all these observations led to the same conclusion: 
the problem of using igbo as an ethnographic entity.

Colonial preoccupation with “restoration and  rehabilitation 
of cultural heritage” tends to reify culture, robbing it of his-
torical dynamism. it “actually perpetuates the ethos of depen-
dence which it is ostensibly intended to eliminate.” usman 
claimed that such an approach was marked by “three basic 
weak  nesses,” which he listed as follows: “its ahistoricity; its 
transcendental definition of culture which makes culture 
peripheral and marginal; and its racialization and tribalization 
of culture. . . .  When it is closely examined, it would be real-
ized that it involves a denial of history and historical move-
ment because culture is perceived as a given dimension of a 
 people’s exis tence and not a product of historical exis tence and 
development with specificity for each epoch.”31

the tradition of designating african political communities 
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as tribal went alongside a widespread consensus among colo-
nial scholars that africans lacked the capacity for political 
association beyond kin groups, and that all evidence of  stable 
political communities in the past had to be ascribed to state- 
making by racially distinct group of outsiders, called hamites. 
under this explanation  could be grouped all kinds of local his-
toriographies, from those of berber migrations in West africa 
to those of arabization in sudan to the tutsi migration in 
Central africa. as late as 1963, the supposed deans of african 
history, Roland oliver and John D. fage, had written a book 
titled A Short History of Africa, in which they summed up the 
basic thesis that has come to be known as the “hamitic 
hypothesis,” and from which usman quoted in detail:

stretching right across sub- sahara africa from the 
Red sea to the mouth of the senegal, and right down 
to the central highland spine of bantu africa from the 
nile sources to southern Rhodesia, we find the axis of 
what we call the sudanic civilization . . .  the incorpo-
ration of the various african  peoples concerned into 
states whose institutions were so similar that they must 
have derived from a common source. . . .  in a very real 
sense, therefore, the “sudanic” state was a superstruc-
ture erected over village communities of peasant cul-
tivators rather than a society which had grown up 
naturally out of them. in many cases such states are 
known to have had their origin in conquest; in almost 
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all other cases conquest must be suspected. . . .  its  earliest 
propagators seemed to have moved southwards from 
the nile Valley. . . .32

abdullahi smith had written of how colonial historiog-
raphy had “accepted uncritically the  simple hypothesis that 
that this history is merely the story of the way in which a group 
of hamitic (berber) invaders from the sahara imposed a state-
 like structure on a number of politically segmented negro 
 peoples in the Central sudan.”33 abdullahi smith went on to 
mock this convention: “Much prominence is given to the sto-
ries of the foreign hero who comes from afar (as the british did 
more recently) and with his magic sword or his mandate from 
the god of the sky or his supernatural power otherwise derived, 
imposes himself and his progeny on a previously unorgan ized 
 people creating new allegiances among them and mustering 
them into new communities in the form of states.”34 this is 
how usman summed up the impact of this scholarship: “it 
seems that what you had existing in most parts of nigeria were 
not groups which were essentially defined in kinship terms but 
groups whose fundamental identity was tied up with their 
mode of exis tence. increasingly it is becoming clear to us that 
territoriality and occupation played a central role. and any-
body who has looked at nigerian history knows that kinship 
played a powerful role at the level of ideology.”35

Postcolonial nigerian historiography has provided us with 
the outlines of an alternative to the theory of kinship  identified 
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with the anthropological school that built on the work of 
henry Maine. as i have tried to show, it accomplished this 
through the efforts of three seminal thinkers: Kenneth Dike, 
abdullahi smith, and, above all, yusuf bala usman.36 in my 
view, the approach they pioneered is based around three 
statements.

first, kinship as a basis of association was never strictly 
descent- based, even in the ancient era. as Maine himself noted, 
even in Rome, patria potestas was never just a blood category; it 
included slaves and those adopted into the  family. but when it 
came to the colonies, Maine insisted on the purity of phe-
nomena; thus his insistence on privileging evidence from the 
isolated but uncontaminated interior over that from the cosmo-
politan and therefore contaminated coast of india. similarly 
with heinrich barth writing on Katsina: as usman remarked, 
barth expected the rulers to be of a race different from sub-
jects, and when he found that they were not, he blamed it on 
miscegenation. these intellectuals had constructed a binary 
between the West and the non- West, one based less on obser-
vation than on conception, so much so that the same observa-
tions were interpreted in sharply opposite ways: developments 
ascribed to urbanization, cosmopolitanism, and progress in the 
West were seen as outcomes of impurity and miscegenation in 
the non- West. as nigerian historiography showed, the alterna-
tive was to see kinship as porous and historical, rather than as 
closed and unchanging.

second, this scholarship pointed out that even where it 
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existed as a form of political association, kinship was never 
 universal, whether in the West or the non- West. all three 
nigerian scholars we have referenced were at pains to outline 
the exis tence of multiple paths to the formation of political 
communities in West africa: if political identities in some cases 
were kin- based, in other cases they were place- based. “in lagos 
state,” wrote usman, “you would find nigerians who were 
lagosians by identity and who spoke yoruba, but who may not 
be yoruba by origin. similarly, you would find in Kano state 
nigerian citizens who were ‘Kanawa’ ( people of Kano) and 
spoke hausa, but who may actually be igbo, yoruba, or, some 
other ethnic origin.”37 in his 2000 book, The Misrepresentation 
of Nigeria, usman critiqued fundamental dichotomies that 
 represented the competition and conflict between north and 
south, ethnic nationalities, and Chris tians and Muslims as 
inevitable: “. . .  before the coming into being of nigeria, there 
was no ethnic nationality called ‘hausa,’ as was the case today. 
instead, what we had were Kanawa,  people of Kano; Katsinawa, 
 people of Katsina; Zage- Zagi,  people of Zazzau; sakkatawa, 
 people of sokoto, etc. the same  really applied to the yoruba, 
who were identified as egba, oyo, ekiti, ijebu, etc.” all  available 
records indicated that the word “yoruba” (originally,  “yarriba”) 
was a hausa language name for the  people of the alafinate of 
oyo, first used by a seventeenth- century Katsina scholar, Dan 
Masani.38 indeed, bala maintained that contemporary ethnic 
nationalities were actually created in the process of the forma-
tion of the colonial state in nigeria.
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the third and overarching statement of this school was to 
read diversity not as evidence of deviation (and therefore an 
impurity in a sea of purity) but of a different historical route, 
thereby recognizing the exis tence of multiple routes and plural 
histories.

n a t i o n a l i s m  a n d  s t a t e c r a f t

indirect rule had been an overarching and ambitious mode of 
rule. i have argued that its theory was anchored in a racialized 
and tribalized historiography, and its governance was based 
on an administrative practice that divided african colonies 
into tribal homelands and the population of each homeland 
into native and non- native tribes. the customary regime dis-
criminated in favor of native tribes and against non- natives 
systematically. this is why the formulation of an alternative 
historiography would not be enough to overcome the colonial 
political legacy; it also required an alternative political prac-
tice, one that would create a form of citizenship adequate to 
building an inclusive political community.

the debate on postcolonial citizenship took place pri-
marily in oppositional movements faced with the urgency of 
building political support through internal organization or 
external alliances. following the massacre of nearly two  hundred 
thousand hutu students in burundi in 1972, the Kinyarwanda-
 speaking minority in Congo ceased to identify itself through 
a cultural discourse on origin, as banyarwanda (those from 
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Rwanda), and began to identify itself territorially, in the present 
and politically, as banyamulenge (those who live in Mulenge). 
in uganda, during the guerrilla war led by the national Resis-
tance army from 1981 to 1986 and thereafter, a similar shift 
occurred in the identification of rural populations, from one 
based on dissent and origin to residence, in response to ques-
tions such as “Who can vote?” “Who can run for office?”39 in 
nigeria, when those active against the military demanded that 
a sovereign national Conference (snC) be called to discuss 
constitutional issues, the debate focused on the constituent 
elements—the building blocks—of nigerian society that should 
be represented at the snC.40

one country, mainland tanzania, led by Mwalimu Julius 
nyerere, successfully implemented an alternative form of 
statecraft. i consider it the most successful attempt to dis-
mantle the structures of indirect rule through sustained but 
peaceful reform. in an era when it was fashionable to think of 
violence as the way to “smash the colonial state,” nyerere 
taught otherwise: first, that the backbone of the colonial state 
and its legacy was not the army and the police but its legal and 
administrative apparatus, and that it required political vision 
and political organization—not violence—to “smash” these. 
the creation of a substantive law from multiple sources— 
precolonial life, colonial modern form of the state, and antico-
lonial resistance—and the establishment of a  single and unified 
law- enforcing machinery meant that  every citizen in mainland 
tanzania was governed on the basis of the same set of rules, 
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enforced by a  single court system. here, i intend to focus on 
nyerere’s seminal achievement: creating an inclusive citizen-
ship and building a nation- state.

assessments of Julius nyerere, tanzania’s first president, 
are conventionally focused on his quest for ujamaa, a just social 
order based on community solidarity. Whereas supporters 
hailed ujamaa as a creative adjustment of socialist thought to 
local realities, critics contemptuously dismissed it as a romantic 
and unscientific endeavor. nyerere himself once quipped that 
“if Marx were born in tanzania he would have written the 
arusha Declaration.” i will argue that nyerere’s concern with 
social justice needs to be understood in the context of his over-
riding commitment to building a nation- state. nyerere was, 
above all, a statesman, more the father of the nation- state (baba 
wa taifa) as ordinary  people understood him than the prophet 
of a new social order, which is how his intellectual sup-
porters and critics often cast him. in his farewell address to the 
tanzanian parliament on July 29, 1985, Julius nyerere— 
affectionately called Mwalimu (teacher) by his  people—recalled 
his ambition at tanzania’s independence: “the  single most 
important task which i set out in my inaugural address in 
December 1962 was that of building a united nation on the 
basis of human equality and dignity.”41

by “equality and dignity,” Mwalimu understood, above all, 
equality in the face of law, or, put differently, equality in spite 
of differences and privileges—those based on race and tribe—
institutionalized and enforced by colonial law. nyerere’s  political 
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career can be divided into several stages. i will focus on two of 
these. the key issue in the opening stage was the political 
status of race. faced with widespread and popular demands for 
race- based affirmative action, nyerere insisted on doing away 
with all race- based distinctions in civil law. it brought nyerere 
face to face with the most serious political crisis of his life, trig-
gered by the 1964 army mutiny that drew significant support 
from the organ ized workers’ movement. Pivotal to the second 
phase was the political status of tribe. to do away with ethnic- 
based distinctions in customary law, nyerere mounted a polit-
ical project that did away with native authorities. the objective 
was to build a centralized state structure, one that would do 
away with the colonial legacy of a division between customary 
and civil law on the one hand and civil and native authorities 
on the other. the state- building project, as we shall see, was at 
the expense of democ racy and social justice (ujamaa), both of 
which featured highly in nyerere’s public speeches. nyerere 
was, above all, a militant nationalist determined to build a cen-
tralized territorial state and a common citizenship in the face 
of a colonial legacy defined by politically and legally enforced 
racial and tribal privilege.

the political status of race became a key issue in the period 
leading to independence. it distinguished the main nationalist 
party, the tanganyika african national union (tanu), from 
challenges to its right and left. to the right was the united 
tanganyika Party (utP), which embraced the colonial vision 
of a racialized political order, dressed up as multiracialism, 
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whereby political rights flowed first and foremost from one’s 
officially defined racial identity. to the left was the populist 
african national Congress (anC), which championed a nativist 
political agenda whereby citizenship in the independent state 
would be confined to the majority native population, Africans. 
from the racialized colonial definition of african would follow 
the answer to the question: Who is a tanganyikan?

three key events defined the  struggle between these polit-
ical tendencies. the first was tanu’s decision to participate 
in the racially based election of 1958. the second was the 1961 
parliamentary debate over how to define citizenship, whether 
in terms of race or residence. the third was the 1961–1964 
 struggle for affirmative action in favor of the native majority, a 
program called africanization. the cumulative outcome was 
the army mutiny of 1964.

it is worth remembering that the political party that led 
tanganyika’s independence  struggle, tanu, excluded asian 
and european residents of the country from membership right 
up to independence. though tanu’s membership policy was 
altered in 1956 to admit persons of mixed african and another 
race, the door remained closed on persons of asian and euro-
pean origin. individuals of asian origin may have been promi-
nent in the independence  struggle,42 but they were barred from 
membership in tanu. on its part, the colonial state champi-
oned a policy that promised equal treatment between races, but 
not between individuals. this policy was known as “multi- 
racialism” and was justified as a guarantee of parity between 
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races.43 in his denunciation of the utP, nyerere argued that 
racial parity would “entrench and perpetuate racialism” rather 
than create a “dem o cratic partnership which recognizes the 
basic rights of the individual regardless of his or her colour or 
creed.”44 from this point of view, participation in the multiracial 
1958–1959 election was a strategic compromise, presumably 
made because it afforded nyerere the chance to support like- 
minded asian and european politicians and at the same time 
oppose the growing challenge from the anC to the left. the 
leadership of the anC called for citizenship to be restricted to 
the indigenous population and, as a consequence, a state racially 
defined by an all- african government and an all- african civil 
service, and a society restructured through a redis tri bu   tion of 
wealth and income from the historically privileged non- native 
(european and asian) minorities to the historically oppressed 
and disadvantaged native (african) majority. Demanding “africa 
for the africans,” its press release of august 12, 1960, declared: 
“our  people have suffered exploitation from colonial imperial-
ists for over forty years and even today are still economically 
enslaved by the asians.”45 avowing a more moderate posi-
tion on the race question, tanu withdrew its support from 
 Mwafrika, the main anC- linked swahili newspaper supporting 
the independence  struggle, and founded a new paper, Ngurumo, 
in 1959.46 in the eyes of the colonial state, the consequence 
of this was to establish tanu as a moderate alternative to 
the extremist anC. speaking on the radio on his inauguration 
as tanganyika’s first elected chief minister, nyerere assured 
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asians and europeans: “Militant nationalism has been  combined 
with a smile and good humour. . . .  the  people of  tangayika 
became fervent nationalists without becoming racialists.”47 his 
cabinet included a european and an asian, even though neither 
was allowed to join tanu.

the national assembly debate over how to define citizen-
ship took place in october 1961, two months before indepen-
dence. the question before parliament was clear: should 
citizenship be based on race or residence? the anC stood for 
the former; nyerere and his supporters for the latter. During 
the debate, the anC called for priority for “indigenous inhab-
itants” over “other races who have made their homes in tan-
ganyika.” individual members (such as Christopher tumbo) 
demanded that immigrant races be required to register and 
naturalize themselves with the Council of Chiefs which had 
the right to accept or reject their applications. others ques-
tioned whether asian citizens would be willing to “shoot the 
indians in india for the sake of tanganyikans,” and that “the 
common man” saw asians as having divided loyalties, with 
“one leg in tanganyika and one leg in bombay.” nyerere is 
said to have lost his temper, most uncharacteristically, and 
denounced his opponents sharply: “if we are going to base citi-
zenship on colour we will commit a crime. Discrimination 
against human beings because of their colour is exactly what we 
have been fighting against. . . .  they are preaching discrimina-
tion as a religion to us. and they stand like hitlers and begin to 
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glorify the race. We glorify human beings, not colour.” he then 
threatened to resign if the proposed law was rejected. 48

in 1959, there were 299 civil service administrative officers 
in the highest ranks of the civil service in tanganyika; of these, 
only seven were black tanganyikans. the africanization debate 
in parliament unfolded against this background. the terms of 
the debate were set in 1962 when a european member of parlia-
ment, bryceson, gave a speech in parliament arguing that afri-
canization meant the employment of local  people, regardless of 
race. both the anC opposition and leaders of the tanganyika 
federation of labour (tfl) denounced bryceson and were 
joined by several tanu members who insisted that “african-
ization means africanization, it does not in any way suggest 
localization.” the anC press release stated unequivocally: 
“africans cannot progress unless  special privileges and protec-
tions are given to them so as to enable them to catch up with 
the progress of non- africans. advanced and backward  people 
cannot be treated equally because to do so would mean the con-
tinuance of the already existing inequality between them. 
unequals cannot be treated equally.” nyerere tried to stake a 
 middle ground, stating that black tanganyikans should have 
preference in new appointments and promotions on the grounds 
that the racial composition of the civil service should reflect the 
country’s population.49 Matters reached a point where the anC 
linked nyerere’s opposition to rapid africanization to his rela-
tionship to british and u.s. officials, characterizing nyerere as 
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“the chief imperialist stooge and neo- colonialist tool and chief 
agent- perpetual leader of multiracial tanu.” When nyerere 
visited the united states for a month in 1960, and then again in 
1963 at the invitation of the state Department, the anC leader 
Zuberi Mtemvu visited China and other socialist countries in 
early 1961. the anC’s arguments resonated with trade union 
leadership as with many of tanu’s  middle- rank leaders. as 
provincial party officials joined trade unionists to demand for 
rapid africanization, nyerere faced a rapidly widening split in 
the ranks of tanu. faced with the prospect of a split in the 
party, he chose to resign as prime minister after only forty- four 
days in office, returning to the party to purge it of dissidents 
while handing over the reins of government to Rashidi Kawawa, 
former president of the tanganyika federation of labour. 
Kawawa quickened the tempo of africanization, instituting a 
commission to ensure africanization of the entire civil service. 
by June 1962, 40 percent of expatriate civil servants had left the 
country.50

Concessions on africanization went alongside repression 
of dissent: new laws in June 1962 limited the right to strike, 
prevented civil servants from joining unions, gave the tfl 
greater power over member unions, and legalized preventive 
detention.51 Mwesiga baregu wrote that “in 1962, the liquida-
tion of the opposition in tanzania began in earnest” as the 
government “unleashed an onslaught on competing political 
parties, independent labour and local participatory organiza-
tions in the rural areas.”52 as he reorgan ized the party, nyerere 
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transferred several of the party leaders who had opposed his 
citizenship and africanization policies to government posts. 
but the race question was not so easy to go away: tied up with 
privilege in the colonial period, race was the cutting edge of 
the demand for social justice in the postcolonial period. there 
were clear signs of a revived opposition when Christopher 
tumbo, the former trade union leader and leading proponent 
of rapid africanization, resigned his position as high Com-
missioner to great britain and returned to tanganyika in 
august 1962 to form the  People’s Democratic Party (PDP). its 
founding members included several anC activists and its 
charter advocated racial policies on citizenship and africaniza-
tion. tumbo denounced the new republican constitution he 
claimed made the president a virtual dictator. in January 1963, 
party leaders met to discuss plans to merge with the anC.

that same month, nyerere assumed office as the first pres-
ident of tanganyika. at the tanu annual Delegates confer-
ence, nyerere announced plans to introduce a one- party system 
and open up membership in tanu to all races. the anC and 
the all- Muslim national union of tanganyika (aMnut) 
demanded a referendum.53 the government invoked the Pre-
ventive Detention act to arrest key opposition leaders. Mat-
ters reached a head in January 1964 as nyerere denounced 
africanization as “a form of racial discrimination.” in a letter to 
government ministries, he proclaimed: “the nation must use 
the entire reservoir of skill and experience. . . .  the skin in 
which skill is encased is completely irrelevant. . . .  this means 
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that discrimination in civil service employment as regards 
recruitment, training and promotion must be brought to an 
end immediately. . . .  We cannot allow the growth of first and 
second class citizenship. africanization is dead.”54 the abor-
tive military coup of January 20, 1964 followed less than two 
weeks later.

the crisis that followed was the most serious of nyerere’s 
political career. the trade union leadership responded swiftly. 
the railway union promised to resist the change “at all costs”; 
the local government union accused nyerere of taking the 
country “back to the colonial days.” there followed the mutiny 
led by the eight- hundred- man first battalion. on the fifth day 
there were rumors that the trade unions were planning a gen-
eral strike in alliance with the mutineers. Convinced that the 
government was in danger, nyerere reversed an earlier deci-
sion and called for british military intervention. Within twelve 
hours, a force of less than sixty british marines began its assault 
on Colito barracks. ninety minutes later the mutiny had been 
crushed. the women were among the first to oppose the mutiny. 
for educated women, espe cially for those of european and 
asian descent, the civil service offered one of the few opportu-
nities for employment. the anC had publicly opposed the 
practice of “married women being employed in both  government 
and commercial offices, when there are many african men 
roaming in the town streets without employment.”55 Women 
of all races followed the leader of the national women’s associa-
tion, bibi titi Mohamed, and marched to the state house to 
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show their whole- hearted “loyalty, devotion and allegiance” to 
Mwalimu nyerere.

once the mutiny was aborted, the military was reorga-
nized (and british officers replaced); fifty policemen were impli-
cated in the mutiny, and over two hundred union leaders were 
arrested. Christopher tumbo of the Railway Workers union 
spent four years in prison, while Victor Mkello of the Planta-
tion Workers union was banished to a remote area. Within a 
month of the mutiny, the government had restructured the 
labor movement: the tfl was dissolved and the tanu- 
controlled union, national union of tanganyika Workers 
(nuta), set up in its place. a presidential commission on the 
one- party state was instituted, and the one- party state became 
a reality with the constitution of 1965.56

Politically and ideologically, the 1961–1964 debate on afri-
canization revolved around two terms: rights and justice. the 
demand for equal rights was framed around the formal equality 
of all citizens, whereas the call for justice pointed to the sub-
stantive inequality among citizens. nyerere rejected outright 
any group- based notion of rights, on the grounds that group 
rights were associated with colonial racial policies, and called 
for individual rights rather than rights of communities.57 and 
yet, the demand for group rights did not have to be race- based. 
there were also other group- based inequalities such as tribe, 
gender, and class. the period from the institution of the 
 single- party state in 1965 to the arusha Declaration in 1967 
presents us with two ironies. the first is that party leaders like 
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nyerere who advocated a liberal vision of racial equality and a 
racially inclusive view of citizenship had taken to illiberal mea-
sures. nyerere usually justified his move to a  single- party state 
as a reform that made it  possible for tanzanian citizens to elect 
the leadership of the party they overwhelmingly supported. but 
this was disingenuous since the move to a one- party state had 
come at a time of rising opposition to tanu policies. at 
another time, in a lighter moment, nyerere conceded a different 
possibility. Responding to a toast by President Carter during a 
state visit to the american capital in august 1977, nyerere 
remarked, “i have recently been reading some very good books 
about President Washington and his time, and i have come to 
the conclusion that the problems of young countries can be very 
similar. . . .  i suspect he might even be able to understand better 
my one- party system than your multi- party system.”58

there was also irony in that, faced with liberal rights- 
based critiques of the one- party state, nyerere turned to a dis-
course on justice—the arusha Declaration—to defend himself. 
as his critics on the left59 well understood at the time, the 
arusha Declaration was not a call for class- based justice, but 
one for national justice; justice for all its citizens, regardless 
of class, race or tribe. Just in case some harbored illusions, 
nyerere warned in  material he prepared for party study groups: 
“the [arusha] Declaration is first of all a reaffirmation of the 
fact that we are tanzanians and wish to remain tanzanians as 
we develop. . . .  this is very important, for it means that we 
cannot adopt any political ‘holy book’ and try to implement its 
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rulings—with or without revision.”60 for nyerere, the arusha 
Declaration was part of a state- building project: “the arusha 
Declaration and our dem o cratic  single- party system, together 
with our national language, Kiswaahili, and a highly  politicized 
and disciplined national army, transformed more than 126 dif-
ferent tribes into a cohesive and  stable nation.”61 Whether the 
language of public discourse evoked liberal or socialist values, 
nyerere’s primary political project remained what he had pro-
claimed in his inaugural speech, of which he reminded his 
audience in his farewell speech. it was a project neither to 
realize democ racy nor social justice, but to build a sovereign 
centralized nation- state.

the second phase of nation- building in tanzania opened 
with the arusha Declaration and spanned the era of villagiza-
tion. the very year of the arusha Declaration, 1967, nyerere 
wrote another political proclamation, a pamphlet titled Social-
 ism and Rural Development, in which he called upon peasants to 
form ujamaa villages and to increase their productivity and 
welfare through collective self- help. “the essential thing is 
that the community would be farming as a group and living as 
a group,” he wrote. the villagization project was initially cast 
in ideological terms—as a call for “collective self- help.” but 
the response was poor: rich peasants found a way to turn the 
project to their advantage. the state responded to the lack of 
peasant enthusiasm with force. in turn, forced villagization 
provided the overall context in which state centralization pro-
ceeded, now at the local level.
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it was clear in the very first year of villagization that  little 
work had been done to prepare the ground for its implementa-
tion. a commentator in The Drum astutely observed: “What 
was to become of well- established farmers’ fields and property? 
and how, in the first place,  could rich farmers be persuaded to 
join a fledging communal village? how would an ujamaa vil-
lage’s income be divided? how would slovenly workers be 
 punished? how was private work to be treated?” only one- 
hundred- and- eighty ujamaa villages had been established by 
the end of 1968. Most were small—with between thirty and 
forty families. Participation was limited to those with a highly 
politicized commitment to communal work. after the first 
flush of political excitement, the ground shifted, making for a 
very different kind of communal village. often started by rich 
peasants, “these villages had only a minimal commitment to 
communal work and were started in order to get service such 
as running water, schools, clinics, and other large capital 
investments promised to villages by the government.” When 
this, too, had run its course, the government took to compul-
sion. this created a third kind of village.62

the resort to compulsion developed in the course of 
disaster relief when officials declared that peasants whose old 
 settlements had been destroyed by natural catastrophes would 
receive relief only after they had moved into new villages. in 
september 1973 the tanu biennial Conference resolved that 
by the end of 1976 the whole rural population should live in 
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villages.63 the results were telling. the number of tanzanians 
living in villages in 1970 was just over half a million, less than 
5 percent of the mainland population. by 1974, the number 
had gone up to about two million, or 14 percent of the total 
population. in the year after the compulsory regime began in 
1973, the number of villagers stood at about nine million, or 60 
percent of the population. in 1977, those living in villages rep-
resented an estimated 79 percent of the mainland popula-
tion. but compulsion had a catastrophic economic consequence. 
a  single figure testified to this: in 1970, tanzania exported 
540,000 tons of surplus maize. by 1974 the country was forced 
to import 400,000 tons of food grains, including 300,000 tons 
of maize. between 1970 and 1975, total per capita food produc-
tion fell to its 1960 level.64

that villagization proceeded in the face of this adversity is 
testimony that its real returns were political, not economic. 
Villagization proceeded in tandem with the expansion of the 
state apparatus to localities. ironically, this expansion and 
strengthening of the local state apparatus—undertaken in 
1972 at the height of forced villagization—was called “decen-
tralization” and was designed by McKinsey and Company, a 
leading american consultancy firm. in reality, it was an 
extreme centralization that extended the state apparatus to 
districts, did away with native authorities, and subordinated 
the party to the state apparatus.65

forced villagization turned out to be integral to the 
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 trajectory of nation- building in tanzania. Whereas forced vil-
lagization provided the rationale for the extension of central 
state institutions to rural areas, it was also testimony to the 
failure of the dem o cratic project in the post- colonial period. 
having failed to generate widespread consent for the socio-
economic project called ujamaa, nyerere and the state leader-
ship resorted to top- down compulsion to stifle all opposition 
to villagization. to this extent then, we must qualify the claim 
that nyerere provided a “peaceful” way to reform the colonial 
state. nyerere’s insight was to grasp that the heart of colonial 
governance was its legal and administrative, and not military, 
apparatus; if the legal and administrative apparatus was not 
reformed, the colonial state would continue to exist even if the 
colonial military, police and prison officials left tanzania. i 
have argued that nyerere’s state- building project developed in 
two phases: the first focused on the political status of race, and 
the second on the political status of tribe. in both instances, 
nyerere was not averse to using direct force when he failed to 
generate sufficient popular support to realize the state- building 
project. to that extent, the state- building project in the tan-
zania of nyerere must be seen as the outcome of a mixed 
strategy of statecraft, based on consent as well as coercion.

When forced villagization wreaked havoc on the rural 
economy, the state turned to foreign donors, inviting each 
donor agency to “adopt” a region for “development.”66 nyerere 
recalled the milestones of this process in his July 1985 farewell 
speech: “in 1972, after localization of staff had made some 
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progress, we decentralized Central government administra-
tion to Regional and District level, at the same time abolishing 
the old local government system. in 1975, through the Vil-
lagization act, we laid the basis for Village governments.” 
and then added: “but by 1982 we realized that we had made a 
major error in abolishing local government; this Parliament 
therefore passed legislation to re- establish local government 
at District and urban level, leaving the other systems basically 
intact.”67 systems left intact were those that had replaced the 
colonial native authority.

the reform also created a  single integrated legal structure. 
the colonial practice of merging administrative and judicial 
functions in the native authority was done away with as was 
the separation of civil and customary law.68 a new substantive 
law was forged from a variety of sources: colonial law (civil and 
customary), precolonial customs, and the tradition of the anti-
colonial  struggle. nyerere took great pride in this develop-
ment, telling parliament in his farewell speech: “this is a secular 
state. . . .  the bill of Rights which is incorporated in the new 
Constitution outlaws any racial or tribal or religious discrimi-
nation. We are now a nation of citizens absolutely equal before 
the law in theory and practice.”69

as “father of the nation,” nyerere was seen to embody 
raison d’état. Part of this was the nation- state’s claim to sover-
eignty, one that he was quick to assert in the face of super-
power ambition and overreach. he lost no opportunity to 
call for the sovereign equality of states, espe cially in his 
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 dealings with soviet and american officialdom. a member of 
the Rus sian academy of sciences recalled an encounter at the 
soviet embassy in Dar es salaam in the aftermath of the soviet 
intervention of 1968: “he [nyerere] went on to note that tan-
zania believed firmly in strict observance of the un Charter, 
in particular, its main principle: non- interference in the 
internal affairs of other states and respect for their sovereignty. 
he emphasized that this principle should be strictly observed 
by all states without exception, including great powers. he 
then recalled the principled position taken by tanzania in 
connection with the american aggression in Vietnam.”70 a 
decade later, nyerere was the first african head of state to visit 
Washington, D.C. after the election of Jimmy Carter as presi-
dent. Responding to a toast by President Carter that august 
1977, nyerere tried to complement his host while airing long-
standing concerns regarding big power ambitions: “if you 
don’t mind me saying it: where the law of the jungle still reigns, 
the pygmies are very wary of the giants. . . .  your coming to 
the White house, Mr. President, has not changed the interna-
tional law of the jungle, but our apprehensions have been 
greatly reduced by your coming to the White house.”71

i have already said that nyerere needs to be understood 
first and foremost as a state- builder and not a dem o crat or a 
social visionary. for the present generation, a  single political 
fact should suffice to highlight Mwalimu nyerere’s seminal 
political achievement. this achievement is best understood 
against the backdrop of colonial legal and administrative 
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 practices. We have seen that the indirect rule state identified 
the population it governed as members of a group, either a race 
or a tribe. it ascribed rights and duties to groups, not to indi-
viduals. When it came to the political domain, punishments 
too were meted to groups, and not just individuals. not sur-
prisingly, where the legal and administrative order remained 
unchanged, these practices were only exacerbated by the intro-
duction of representative political institutions at independence. 
in the face of growing political opposition, it became a con-
vention to identify, brand and target the race or tribe of indi-
vidual opponents. it created a regional political environment 
marked by ethnic cleansing and extreme violence. to this gen-
eral tendency, there was one exception: mainland tanzania. 
the political credit for this, i believe, goes to Mwalimu nyerere. 
Whether or not nyerere’s achievement, the creation of a common 
political citizenship and a law- based order, turns out to be 
durable will depend on the capacity of subsequent generations 
to fashion a politics beyond the nation- state, one equal to real-
izing social justice. this, however, is a question that remains 
outside the scope of this small book.
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